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1.0 SUMMARY 
The objective of the High-Pressure Turbine Fabrication Program was to demon-
strate the appl ication and feasibil ity of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft developed 
two-piece single crystal casting and bonding technology on the turbine blade 
and vane configurations specifically required by the single-stage high-pres-
sure turbi ne desi gned for the Energy Efficient Engi nee . 
A two-phase effort was fonnulated to achieve this objective. The purpose of 
the first phase was to dpmonstrate the feasibility of casting the single crys-
tal, two-piece blade and vane configurations. The purpose of the second phase 
was to demonstrate the feasibility of transient liquid phase* bonding of these 
complex two-piece airfoil shapes. 
During the casting phase of this effort, casting feasibility was demonstrated 
and several bl ade and vane hal ves were made for the bondi ng trial s. In addi-
tion' solid blades and vanes were successfully cast and heat treated for use 
in the material s evaluation tests. All cast specimens exhibited the required 
microstructure and chemical composition. Single unit mold technology was found 
to enhance thennal gradient control and crystal growth while permitting lower 
mol d tempera tures, whi ch all evi ated internal cerami c breakdown of the mol d 
material. Seeding of the PWA 1480 single crystal material was detennined to be 
necessary in order to assure epitaxial growth and to provide the required 
primary and secondary crystall ine orientation. 
During the bonding phase, bonding feasibility was demonstrated and, at the 
exi sti ng state of bondi ng process refi nement, bondi ng yie1 ds of 75 percent for 
the vane and 30 percent for the bl ade were shown to be reasonabl e. Methods for 
improvi ng on these yie1 d percentages were identified. A bond process was es-
tablished for PWA 1480 single crystal material which incorporated a transient 
liquid phase (TLP@) interlayer, 1232°C (2250°F) bond temperature, and full 
heat treatment after bonding. Bond properties (i .e., stress-rupture, isother-
mal low cycle fatigue equivalent to parent metal) were substantiated and bond 
sensi ti vi ty to crystal 1 ographi c mi sori entation was detenni ned. Bond tool i ng 
die materials compatible with casting materials were identified and an advan-
ced differential thennal expansion tool i ng concept util i zi ng mul ti -directional 
loading was incorporated into the process. 
Material evaluation of specimens machined from solid blade and vane castings 
indicated that blade and vane longitudinal tensile properties met or exceeded 
yield strength and ultimate tensile strength desi~n minimum levels over a 
range of temperatures from 593°C (llOO°F) to 1093 C (2000°F) so long as the 
required crystallographic orientation was achieved in the castings. Vane 
stress-rupture lives were lower than typical PWA 1480 data at all test condi-
tions, but are expected to improve with improved casting qual ity. 
*Transient Liquid Phase is a registered trademark of United Technologies 
Co rpora tion 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Energy Efficient Engine Development and Integration program is to develop, 
evaluate, and demonstrate the technology for achieving lower installed fuel 
consumption and lower operating costs in future commercial turbofan engines. 
NASA has set minimum goals of 12 percent reduction in thrust specific fuel 
consumption, 5 percent reduction in direct operating cost, and 50 percent 
reduction in performance degradation for the Energy Efficient Engine (flight 
engine) relative to the JT9D-7A reference engine. In addition, environmental 
goals on emissions (the proposed Environmental Protection Agency 1981 regula-
tion) and noise (1978 Federal Aviation Regulation 36 standards) have been 
e stab1 i shed. 
The objective of the High-Pressure Turbine Fabrication Program was to demon-
strate the feasibility of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft developed two-piece single 
crystal casting and bonding technology on the turbine blade and vane configu-
rations specifically required by the single-stage high-pressure turbine de-
signed for the Energy Efficient Engine. 
This casting and bonding feasibility demonstration program encompassed three 
major areas: component design, tooling design and fabrication, and actual vane 
and blade fabrication trial s. In the component design effort, specific require-
ments were applied to the Energy Efficient Engine vane and blade based on 
company sponsored casting and bonding technology and previous Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft two-piece component experience. Secondly, advanced tooling approaches 
were app1 ied to the Energy Efficient Engine component geometries and tool ing 
was fabricated. Finally, a series of casting and bonding trials were conducted 
on actual Energy Efficient Engine hardware to establish optimum procedures and 
demonstrate casting and bonding feasibility. Based on these trials, optimum 
cast and bond processing conditions and tool ing configurations were selected. 
The program effort was divided into a casting phase and a bonding phase. The 
purpose of the casting program was to: (1) evau1ate the casting feasibility of 
single crystal vane and blade configurations required for the Energy Efficient 
Engine, (2) cast blades and vanes for the bonding trial s and document mechani-
ca I properties, (3) verify the reproduci bil ity of cast; ng vane and bl ade geo-
metries and (4) define optimum precast and casting parameters for producing 
the experimental blades and vanes required. 
Concurrent wi th the casti ng phase of the program, a joining effort was under-
taken to demonstrate the feasi bi1 i ty of bondi ng the cast vane and bl ade hal ves 
into integral components. The purpose of the bonding program was to (1) eval-
uate the feasibility of transient liquid phase (TLP® ) bonding the Energy 
Efficient Engine vane and blade configurations, (2) verify the reproducibility 
of transient liquid phase bonding the Energy Efficient Engine blade and vane 
component geometries, (3) provide verification of single crystal microstruc-
ture at bond jOint, and (4) define specific transient liquid phase bonding 
procedures for the fabrication of these components. 
2 
The following sections of this report describe, in detail, the efforts and 
resul ts associated with the casting and bonding phases of this program. A 
brief description of the technical challenges posed by the complex blade and 
vane geometries precedes the program technical effort section. 
3 
3.0 TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGE 
To meet its performance and cost goals, the Energy Efficient Engine High 
Pressure Turbine Component comprises a single-stage design with high AN2, 
high rim speed, and low Cx/U. It also has fewer blades and vanes relative to 
current designs and operates in a high temperature environment. These design 
characteri stics resu1 tin complex b1 ade and vane geometries and the requi re-
ment for advanced single-crystal alloys; both of which are a challenge to the 
fabrication process. The approach selected to meet this challenge was to cast 
the blades and vanes in two halves, as shown in Figure 1, using directionally 
solidified single crystal PWA 1480 material, and then to bond the two halves 
together. 
Figure 1 Two-Piece Fabrication Approach for Blades and Vanes 
The casting challenges posed by the vane are illustrated in Figure 2. This 
vane is larger than current designs, having twice the chord and platforms ov~r 
50 percent wider. This leads to large cross-sectional area changes which are a 
challenge to achieving the desired directional solidification. Other challenges 
are the thin walls, particularly at the trailing edge, the large coolant flow 
cavities, the large height-to-thickness ratio ribs, the trailing edg~ with 
62.5 percent pedestal blockage, and the small trailing edge angle. 
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Fi gure 2 Energy Effi cient Engi ne Hi gh-Pressure Turbi ne Vane Mean Section 
Geometry and Attendant Fabrication Challenges 
The complexity of the blade design is illustrated in Figure 3. Casting chal-
lenges similar to those for the vane are the thin wall s, particularly at the 
tra il i ng edge, the large cool ant flow cavi ties, 1 arge he; ght-to-thi ckness 
ratio ribs, a trailing edge with 29 percent pedestal blockage, and the small 
trailing edge angle. In addition, the blade design is characterized by high 
camber, particularly at the root, severe twist from root to tip, high chordal 
taper, and a mUltipass internal cooling air passage with trip strips and turn-
i ng vanes. The fabrication challenges here are obvious. 
Bonding these complex shapes posed similar challenges. The ideal bond plane 
contour is a flat section or simple curve with minimal camber. This was readily 
achieved on the Energy Efficient Engi ne vane by pl aci ng the bond pl ane off the 
true leading edge as shown in Figure 4. This simple contour could not be 
achieved on the blade because of its severe twist and camber. However, care 
was taken to minimize camber in the heavy root section and smooth out the 
transition between the airfoil and root. The transition on the leading edge 
side was reduced to some degree by locating the bond plane away from the true 
1 eadi ng edge as shown; n Fi gure S. Thi s was a departure from previous experi-
ence. Another challenge was the complex internal design of the blades and 
vanes due to the orientation of the ri bs and pedestal sand 1 arge si ze and 
large length/thickness ratio of the ribs. 
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BLADE. NOTE THE CHANGING POSITION OF THE 
BOND PLANE WITH RESPECT TO THE TRUE LEADING 
EDGE. 
Energy Efficient Engine Blade Airfoil Cross-Sections 
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External features, outside of the net shape component, were therefore added to 
the designs to enhance bonding. Due to the large bond area, particularly in 
the vane shrouds, the bond area was minimized outside of the final part dimen-
s;ons. This was accomplished by a 0.025 cm (0.010 in.) step in the strongback 
to separate the two halves. The edge flash on the leading edge was specific-
ally designed (i.e. length, thickness) in both components so that it could be 
utilized as a load contact point during bonding. This additional loading area 
appeared necessary to assure bond quality in the critical leading edge bond 
due to the large size of the Energy Efficient Engine vane and the high camber 
o n the b 1 a de • 
On both the vane and blade, certain locations in the shroud and root areas 
were desi gned to maximi ze bond tool contact area and to assure tool i ng stabil-
ity. In particular, material was added over and above normal machining stock, 
to both sides of the blade root section with a 4-degree taper on one side to 
facilitate bonding tool assembly. Vane platfonn areas were designed suffi-
ciently wide to allow adequate contact area to prevent bond tool ing inst-
abilities during assembly. 
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4.0 CASTING FEASIBILITY 
4.1 Overview 
The approach used to meet the casting challenges posed by the complex geo-
metries of the high pressure turbine component blades and vanes was to employ 
an established castinq procedure and modify it as necessary to resolve speci-
fic problems encountered. 
Of the various types of casting processes, investment casting is particularly 
suited to the fabrication of blades and vanes. Through investment casting, 
items with intricate shapes and smooth finishes can be produced, moderately 
high melting point alloys may be used, and close tolerances can be maintained. 
For thi s type of casti ng, al so known as the 1I10st-wax ll process, the pattern is 
made of wax in a metal die by injection molding. A IIshell-coat ll ceramic mold 
is build up around the wax pattern by successive dippings into a ceramic 
slurry. When the ceramic mold has dried, it is fired in a furnace to burn out 
the wax. After the wax has been removed, the ceramic mold is preheated and the 
metal poured. When the metal sol idifies, the casting is removed by breaking 
the mol d. 
The use of cori ng increases the number of steps in the production of casti ng 
and, thus, increases the number of variab1 es affecti ng a yie1 d. Specificall y, 
cores can shift, break, crack shells, and alter gating requirements. 
To provide sound castings, it is essential that the mold pattern cavity be 
completely filled by the mol ten metal. To compensate for volumetric and 
solidification shrinkage, molten metal must be fed to critical areas of the 
pattern cavity until complete solidification occurs. It is the function of the 
gating system to provide for this condition and, because gating requirements 
cannot be accurately calculated, a satisfactory gating configuration is not 
normally establ ished until after many trial s. 
Since most materials shrink upon cooling, shrinkage must also be taken into 
account in the design of pattern tools. Because waxes and castings shrink and 
ceramic dimensionally change during casting, a combined metal-wax-ceramic 
shrink factor, based on experience, is appl ied. This shrink factor normally 
runs about two percent. 
The basic elements of the casting procedure used for this program are shown as 
a logical sequence of events in Figure 6. Each is discussed in more detail in 
the following sections of this report. The objective of this portion of the 
total effort was to evolve a casting procedure that would ensure a high degree 
of reproduci bil i ty of two-piece bl ades and vanes. 
4.2 Wax Pattern Preparation 
4.2.1 Process Description 
The wax pattern for the parts to be cast is formed in a wax mold assembly. The 
primary elements of this assembly are the mold, the wax pattern itself, and 
the core (or strongback). An exploded view of a typical assembly for a 
two-piece casting is illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Fi gure 6 Steps in Achieving Casting Feasibility 
STRONGBACK 
Fi gure 7 Typicdl Wax Mold Assembly for a Two-Piece Casting (Exploded View) 
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The roo 1 d defines the external contours of the blade or vane to be cast and 
therefore defi nes the external contour of the wax pattern that rl~presents the 
part .. The strongback defines the blade or vane internal geometry and performs 
the dual role of core for the wax mold and, ultimately, the core for the 
actual casti ng. 
Strongback and mold designs were dictated by the high pressure turbine blade 
and vane geometries that evol ved from the component prel imi nary desi gn effort. 
Before fabricat'ion, these designs were reviewed to insure that the proper 
draft angles, expansion regions, and blend radii were included to facilitate 
single crystal growth in the casting process. Strongbacks, typical of those 
fabricated for the blade and vane, are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. The 
strongbacks and wax pattern mol ds were fabricated by vendors using establ ished 
techniques. Vane and blade strongbacks were installed in the respective wax 
pattern molds as shown in Figures 10 and 11. Molten wax was then injected 
under pressure to form the shaped a rti c1 es shown in Fi gures 12 and 13. The wax 
injection procedure is influenced by numerous process variables which affect 
the pattern qua'iity. These included wax formulation, die venting, ingate loca-
tion, wax pads, pinning, wax injection pressures 1,378 - 1,723 kPa (200 - 250 
psi), wax temperatures 65 - 76°C (150-170°F)) and flow rates. All were opti-
mized to obtain acceptable wax pattern quality. Visual inspection of each wax 
pattern was combined with radiographic (X-ray) and measurement inspections to 
ensure proper wax fill and strongback integrity and proper dimensions on the 
wax patterns. 
The inspected wax patterns were then assembled with wax sprues, gates, helical 
restrictions· seed cavities, risers and pour cups suitably designed and loca-
ted so as to address specific casting problems antiCipated or encountered dur-
ing the early cast"jng phase of the program. 
4.2.2 Blade Wax Pattern Preparation 
Wax injection of the blade configuration presented challenging mold fill ing 
and dimensional tolerance problems. The initial injections usin9 a standard 
investment casting wax formulation showed extensive areas of non-fill on the 
trailing edge area (Figure 14), as well as numerous strongback cracks. The 
primary cause of the non-fill problem (and possibly strongback cracking as 
well) was attributable to strongback misalignment which occurred during wax 
injection. Adjustments to the wax temperatures, wax flow rate and pressures 
were unsuccessful in eliminating the problems. However, replacement of the 
hard metal locating pins with soft wax pads and positive contact trailing edge 
pinning successfully reduced the number of strongback cracks and substantially 
e1 iminated the trail ing edge positioning problem. Increasing thf~ air venting 
at the mold die trailing edge plus use of a less viscous wax mixture also 
improved the fill ing in that area. 
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Figure 8 Pressure Side of Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Turbine 
B1 ade Strongback 
Figure 9 Pressure Side of Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Turbine 
Vane Strongback 
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Figure 10 Energy Efficient Engine Turbine Vane Wax Injection Mold 
Showing Installed Strongback 
Fi gure 11 Energy Eff; cient Engi ne Turbi ne B1 ade Wax Injection Mol d 
Showi ng Install ed Stro ngback 
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Figure 12 Energy Efficient Engine Turbine Vane Wax Injection Mold Showing 
Wax Pattern, Lead; n9 Edge Down 
Figure 13 Energy Efficient Engine Turbine Blade Wax Injection Mold Showing 
Wax Pattern 
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Figure 14 Initial Energy Efficient Engine Blade Wax Injection Illustrating 
Area ()f Non-fill on the Trail ing Edge 
Once proper stro ngback posi tion; ng was achi eved, measu rement of the wax tra; l-
ing edge thickness revealed that the required 0.04 cm (0.017 in.) thick wall s 
were actually only 0.03 cm (0.014 in.) thick. To correct this, the mold die 
was opened at the trail i ng edge through the use of 0.01 cm (0.005 in.) shims 
and air vents were added. Subsequent injections indicated an unexpected wax-to-
ceramic delaminat'ion problem onthe concave strongback surfaces, as shown in 
Figure 15. This problem was thought to be due to the extremely high camber of 
the b1 ade desi gn and the absence of throughcore wax pi ns typi call y used in 
single-piece castings. The problem was solved by pre-heating the strongback 
prior to wax injection which improved wax-to-strongback adhesion. 
These modifications to the wax injection die and wax i'n~jection procedures 
provided the fully acceptable blade wax patterns shown in Figure 16. 
4.2.3. Vane Wax Pattern Preparation 
Wax injection of the first vane configuration met with similar non-fill and 
strongback cracking problems as the blade. In addition, strongback cracking 
occurred duri ng the fabri cation process. 
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Fi gure 15 Transverse Section through an Unacceptab1 e Wax Pa ttern .Showi ng Wax 
Delamination on Concave Strongback Surface 
Iv1odifications to the basic strongback design, which included increased rib 
fillet radii and el imination of the ribs in the core print area prevented 
strongback cracking that occurred during fabrication, but failed to eliminate 
cracking of the strongbacks during wax injection. 
The implementation of the same corrective action that was successful in el imi-
nating the blade wax injection problems, specifically, wax pad replacing the 
metal hard point locators, die vents, and the use of a high fluidity wax mix-
ture, failed to produce the desired results. The strongback continued to show 
cracking due to wax injection and some small areas of non-fill persisted on 
the vane trailing edge as shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 16 Injected Energy Efficient Engine First Blade Strong back 
I11 ustrati n9 Acceptabl e Wax Pattern 
Figure 17 Initial Energy Efficient Engine Vane Wax Injection Illustrating 
Area of (Ibn-fill on the Trail ing Edge 
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Careful observation of the mold fill ing sequence during wax injection revealed 
an intp.resting flow pattern which lndentified the reason for the strongb~ck 
cracking and non-fill. Specifically, the location of the single wax ingate 
forced complete w~x fill on the convex side of the strongback prior to filling 
on the concave side. The resultant pressure differential across the strongback 
was bel ieved responsible for the strongback cracking. Furth~rmore, fill ;ng of 
the thin trail ing edge was prf.?vented by improper wax flow patterns and pre-
mature wax sol idification which IIfroze-off li the wax at the strongback core 
print prior to complete fill. Correction of the wax injection problems requir-
ed a mOdification to the V'lne die which provided dual wax in-gates aimed at 
uniform wax injection on both sides of the strongback; el iminating the pres-
sure differentlal. In addition, the strongback core print was trimmed to pro-
vide better \'IdX flow to the thin trailing edge vicinity. Relocation of the 
soft wax pads and wax injection pressure adjustments to the modi fied wax i n-
jection die provided the acceptable vane wax patterns, shown in Figure 18. 
Figure 18 Injected Energy Efficient Engine First Vane Strongback 
Illustrating Acceptable Wax Pattern 
4. 3 She 11 Mo 1 d Pre pa ra t ion 
4.3.1 Process Oescri ption 
Once the required wax pattern definition was aChieved, the next step was to 
prepare the m:>l din which the bl ade and vane ai rfoil shapes were to be cast. 
The molds for the single crystal casting trails were fabricated by building up 
a ceramic shell on assembl ies of injection mol ded blade or vane wax patterns 
and gating components. 
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An alumina-silica (A1203/Si02) mold shell system was selected for the 
cac;ting trail s beowse of its high temperature capabil ity. This system repre-
sents the cury'ent ceramic shell technology for advanced high tE~mperature ap-
plications and has been shown to withstand hot zone temperatures in excess of 
1648°C (3000° F) in some restrictive casting geometries. 
The ceramic shell was built up by successiv~ applications of rf~fractory slurry 
and franular (stucco) refractory coatings to obtain the desired thickness, 
mold strength, and thermal characteristics. Each ceramic application was dried 
in air drying cabinets or drying tunnels. Drying temperature WilS carefully 
controlled to preclUde melting of the wax in the wax pattern. 
After the fully built-up "green" shell mold assemblies were thoroughly dry, 
ttH~ wax was nl€~lted out by using either a steam autoclave or a gas-fired 
furnace. 
The wax relIDv~11 leaves a mold cavity within the shell of the d~~sired configu-
ration as shown in Figure 19. The shell may require additional firing to 
aChieve the des; red strength. However, strongback characteri st'ics cou1 d be 
adversely affected by the temperatures associated with the add"itional firing, 
so the process required careful monitoring. 
CERAMIC MOLD SHELL 
MOLD 
CAVITY 
STRONGBACK 
Flgure 19 Transverse Section through Blade Mold Assembly Showing Desired 
fib 1 d Ca vi ty 
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4.4 Casting 
4.4.1 Process De scri ption 
The commercial withdrawal (or high rate solidification) process has been used 
to manufacture unidirectional1y solidified superalloy blades and vanes for the 
past twenty years. This same process and eqUipment was employed to make single 
crystal castings. A photograph of the eqUipment and a schematic showing the 
prinCiples of operation are presented in Figures 20 and 21. 
Figure 20 Commercial Withdrawl Casting Furnace 
In the commercial withdrawal casting furnace, the processing sequence involves 
induction (or possi bly resi stance) preheati ng of an open-ended shell mol d 
attached to a water cooled copper chill plate held on a movable shaft in a 
vacuum environment. The single crystal alloy charges are melted by induction 
or electron beam methods in a separate operation and then poured into the pre-
heated shell mold. The filled mold is then withdrawn through a baffle arrange-
ment at a controlled rate schedule, which must be specifically tailored to the 
mold cavity geometry filled by the molten metal. The completely withdrawn mold 
is then cooled to room temperature prior to post-cast processing. 
After solidification and cooling to room temperature, the molds are processed 
as follows. The shell material is carefully removed from each casting prior to 
heat treating to minimize risk of recrystall ization. ResidUiil strongback 
material is removed with the use of a caustic solution. This procedure is 
followed by alumina blasting with a suitable grit type, size and pressure. The 
parts are then brighted in a ferric chloride treatment solution and anodically 
etched to reveal the single crystal grain structure. Visual examination to 
identify surface defects such as nucleated grain, freckles, non-fill, porosity, 
cracks or webs is followed by radiographic inspection to detect any signifi-
cant internal flaws. The back reflection Laue x-ray method was util ized to 
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determine the single crystal primary and secondary grain orientation of the 
part halves. Dimensional measurements of the blades and vanes aY'e compared to 
the wax pattern to calculate accurate strongback and metal shrink factors and 
determine wall thickness deviations during casting, in addition to assessing 
any material loss due to pre-bond cleaning and etching procedures. These data 
could be substantially used to calibrate the strongback and wax pattern tool-
ing, if necessary. 
Fi gure 21 
RADIATION 
COOLING 
CERAMIC 
MOLD 
WATER COOLED 
CHILL PLATE 
RADIATION 
HEATING 
0 
0 
MOLTEN 0 
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0 
__ SINGLE CHYST AL SELECTOR 
~ (HELICAL RESTRICTION) 
SINGLE 
CRYSTAL 
SEED 
SINGLE CRYSTAL CASTING PROCESS 
Schematic of the Commercial Withdrawal Process Used to Cast Seeded 
Single Crystal s 
tv'bst production equipment is sized to accommodate a number of cast turbine 
airfoils in a single solidification cycle (a multiple-article c'lustered mold, 
for example). The large size of the Energy Efficient Engine blade and vane 
articles to be cast, coupled with the associated heat management requirements 
and molten alloy charge size, led to the selection of single article mold 
designs as shown in Figures 22 and 23. Although this could restrict productiv-
ity in a more conv~ntional casting tacH ity, for experimental purposes, it 
allowed maximum flexibility in the use of radiation baffles and heat extrac-
tion techniques. Furthermore, the single unit mold design closely approximated 
casting configurations and heat transfer conditions suitable to the Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft Automated Casting Foundry and, therefoY'e, facilitated the 
establishment of starting pOint casting parameters for the high production 
rate Automated Casting Foundry operation. 
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Figure 22 Single Unit Root-down Mold Assembly for Casting Single Crystal 
Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Blades. Sectioned Mold Shows 
Location of Strongback in the Mold. 
Figure 23 Single Unit Outer Shroud-down Wax Assembly Used for Casting Single 
Crystal Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Vanes 
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Optimization of the casting parameters (i.e., hot zone temperatures, pour 
temperatures, withdrawal rate schedule, baffling designs) was dictated by the 
extensive heat control requirements imposed by the unusually large masses and 
cross sectiona'l area changes associated with the vane shrouds as well as the 
large size and twist of the blade design. Unless the proper direction and 
magnitude of heat flow (heat balance) is maintained throughout the casting 
cycle, large masses often lead to porosity, freckling and/or grain nucleation 
as well as poor quality single crystals due to misalignment of the dendrites. 
4.4 .. 2 Pre pa ra t ion 0 f Ma s te r Me 1 t 
The single crystal alloy (PWA 1480) charges for each of the casting trials 
conducted in thi s program were sectioned from an experimental commercial 
master heat which was using commercial grad~ starting elE~ments (1 isted in 
Table 1). 
TABLE I 
PWA 1480 MASTER HEAT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS IN WEIGHT PERCENT 
FOR MAJOR ELEMENTS 
MAJOR ELEMENT 
Chromium 
Cobal t 
Tungsten 
Ti tani um 
Tanta 1 urn 
Al umi num 
Nickel Plus 
Trace E1 ements 
P··9799 
10.20 
4.76 
3.94 
1.37 
n .93 
5.03 
Remai nder 
PWA 1480 SPECIFICATION (NOMINAL) 
(l O.O) 
( 5.0) 
( 4.0) 
( 1.5) 
(12.0) 
( 5.0) 
Remai ndew" 
The master melting procedure consisted of vacuum induction melting an ele~n­
tal charge in a rammed magnesia crucible .. Following a brief homogenization 
period, the mel t temperature was reduced and measured amounts of the more 
highly reactive elements were added. The mel t was subsequently reheated, 
cooled fo"llowing a short stabilization periOd and poured to form ingots 8.89 
cm (3.5 in.) in diameter by approXimately 121.92 cm (48 in.) long; a size 
compatible with casting furnace capability. A vacuum of less than 10 microns 
was maintained throughout the melting operation to maintain melt purity. 
Chemical analysiS of the master heat was conducted to establ ish composition 
control. The results listed in Table I represent the certified chemical 
analysi s report for the heat util i zed in thi s program. The resu'l ts show that 
all the major elements were within PWA 1480 specifications. 
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4.4.3 Casting Trials 
Casting is as much an art as a science, and casting techniques depend to a 
great extent upo n empi ri ca 1 i nforma tion and tri al -and-error methods. Before a 
mold can be expected to produce satisfactory yields, trial castings must be 
produced. Invariably, the first trial runs indicate the need of some modifi-
cation. While these modifications are often limited to simple changes, a major 
redesign of a die is sometimes necessary. On the average, a foundry will re-
quire about eight weeks to develop techniques before an acceptable yield is 
achieved dependi ng on the type of inspection required. An extensi ve casti ng 
effort was required during this program to define the optimum casting para-
meters needed to (1) produce single crystal airfoil sand (2) control airfoil 
dimensions. 
4 .. 4.3.1 Blade Casting Trials 
Casting the two piece high pressure turbine blade shape for the Energy 
Efficient Engine represented the first application of basic single crystal 
casting technology to large size cast and bonded superalloys. The blade design 
incorporates large root cross section {approximately 7.62 cm2 (3 in. 2)) 
and chord width (approximately 8.63 cm (3.4 in.)) coupled with a high twist, 
high camber airfoil. The blade design further stretches basic single crystal 
state-of-the-art casting technology by requiring crystal solidification con-
trol of the secondary grai n orientation in addition to the primary orienta-
tion, as shown in Figure 24. This requirement which was needed to improve the 
vibration characteristics of the blade trailing edge tip, necessitated seeding 
for the desired orientation of the single crystal growth. The seeding and sub-
sequent (epitaxial) single crystal growth of a large two piece airfoil such as 
the bl ade confi guration had not been previously attempted. The si ngl e uni t 
root down mold design was selected to minimize the concerns associated with 
the need for extensive lateral grain growth due to the large cross-sectional 
area change in the root-to-airfoil transition region of the Energy Efficient 
Engine blade configuration (see Figure 25). Furthermore, this design provided 
for more efficient radiation heat baffling in the casting furnace so that the 
large single crystal blade shape could be grown at relatively low casting 
temperatures, approximating columnar grain growth conditions. 
Referri ng to Fi gure 21, numerous adjustments to the start conditions, such as 
relocation of the chill plate relative to the hot zone and improved heat 
baffle modifications, were coupled with withdrawal rate adjustments and heli-
cal restrictions to successfully seed and grow single crystal s of the desired 
primary and secondary orientations. It was discovered that minor modifications 
to the mol d desi gn coul d al ter the fill i ng characteri stics of the mol d such 
that compensating adjustments to the casting parameters were necessary to 
maintain proper seed mel tback and achieve the epitaxial growth illustrated in 
Figure 26. Extraneous nucleation was avoided by maintaining the proper temper-
ature gradient to withdrawal rate (G/R) relationships throughout the solidi-
fication cycle. 
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Figure 24 
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Schematic of Blade Airfoil Tip Section Showing Desired Secondary 
Crystal Orientation Rotated 27° from X Plane. Primaryorienta-
tion, <001> , is Radial and Coincident with Stacking Point. 
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Figure 25 Energy Efficient Engine Turbine Blade Configuration Showing Large 
Cross-Section Area Change in Root-to ... Ai rfoi 1 Trans"j tion Region 
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Figure 26 Photomicrograph of a Longitudinal Section Through a Typical Seed 
Showing Epitaxial Growth 
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At the initiation of blade casting trial s, a problem developed wherein the PWA 
1480 material reacted with the aluminum nitrate coated SR200-2 strongback 
formul ation to form the local i zed ri ver patterns and mel t penetration shown in 
Figure 27 as well as the general surface roughness'shown in Figure 28. An 
internally funded program was subsequently conducted at Pratt .& Whitney 
Aircraft aimed at evaluating the interaction of a large number of available 
strongback formulations against PWA 1480 at approximately l55l o C (2825°F), 
near typical single crystal casting temperatures. One low pressure strongback 
formulation, 1dentified as SR200-S, was found to be acceptable. Unlike the 
SR200-2 formulatlon, the SR200-S strongback did not require any protective 
surface coati ng. Thi s strongback formu1 ation, coup1 ed wi th reduced hot zo ne 
temperatures (l496°C (2725°F) versus 1537°C (2800°F)) and pour temperatures 
(1523°C (2775 C)F) versus l565°C (2850°F)), successfully eliminated the re-
activity problem. 
Initial casting trials also clearly showed a trailing edge metal non-fill 
problem similar to the non-fill encountered during wax injection. Varying 
degrees of non-fill were evident and manifested themselves in the form of 
pedestal non-fill and/or rounding, cold shuts and even voids as shown in 
Figures 29 and 30. The latter manifestations of the problem were most serious 
since they frE!quently resulted in extraneous nucleation and growth. 
Figure 27 PWAI480 Surface Cast Against an Aluminum Nitrate Coated SR200-2 
Strongback Showi ng Local i zed Ri ver Pattern 
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Figure 28 PWA 1480 Surface Cast Against an Aluminum Nitrate Coated SR200-2 
Strongback Showi ng General Surface Roughness 
Figure 29 PWA 1480 Cast Surface Illustrating Pedestal Rounding (Left) as 
Compared to Properly Filled Pedestal s (Right) 
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Part of the prob'lem was discovered to be due to shifting and bowing of the 
strongback near the tip section during the pour cycle. This resulted in un-
desirable casting thickness distributions and thin tra'iling edge walls, as 
illustrated in Figures 31(a) and (b). This strongback problem was resolved by 
modifying the blade wax pattern so that positive contact strongback position-
ing pins could be built into the shell mold at the strongback tip section and 
II slip-joint ll strongback positioning pins could be built into the shell mold at 
suitable trailing edge positions. This modified wax pattern is shown in Figure 
32. These corrective measures effectively sol ved the strongbac:k bowing and 
shifting problems as illustrated in Figures 33(a) and (b). The remainder of 
the non-fill problems were sol ved by the synergistic effects of a more rapid 
metal pour, increased rnetallostatic head, and a longer mold IIsoakll in the 
furnace temperature envi ronment before pouri ng. 
GROWTH DIRECTION t 
Figure 30 Concave Energy Efficient Engine Blade Half Showing a Cold Shut 
Adjacent to an Area of Non-fill 
Another unexpected problem (at least in degree) became apparent during the 
early casting trial s. The problem was one of extensive mold distortion at the 
elevated temperatures in the casting furnace which resulted in dimensionally 
oversized airfoils, up to 0.076 cm (0.030 in.) oversizE~ at the trailing edge 
midspan location. (Dimensional control is discussed in Section 4.5.4.) Since 
it was known that the alumina-silica shell was inherently dimensionally un-
stable in large flat slabs (particularly at elevated temperatures), an initial 
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series of casting trial s was conducted to determine the effects of reduced hot 
zone temperatures. It \lIas discovered that the large single crystal airfoils 
could be grown in single unit mold designs at surprisingly low hot zone 
temperatures (as low as 1482°C (2700°F)). However, due to the size of the 
single crystal blade, mold distortion, although reduced in magnitude, still 
persisted and produced unacceptable airfoil dimensions. 
Fi gure 31 
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(A) 
BOWED STRONGBACK 
(B) 
TRAILING EDGE WALL THICKNESS NON-UNIFORMITY 
DUE TO STRONGBACK SHIFTING 
CONVEX WALL 
........ ,.-- SHIFTED 
STRONGBACK 
'CONCAVE WALL 
Illustration of Strongback Bowing and Shifting Problems 
Encountered During Blade Casting Trial s 
Therefore, a second series of cast; ng trial s was conducted to eva1 uate numer-
ous she'll reinforcement schemes, including localized shell build-up, ceramic 
and metal reinforcement techniques and withdrawal rate adjustments. The re-
sults of these casting trials demonstrated that the most effective method of 
producing acceptable airfoil dimensions was to increase the thickness (0.50 cm 
(0.20 in.) to 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) or greater) of the shell. Since it was advan-
tageous to maintain the lowest possible hot zone tempev'atures, additional ra-
diation baffl ing was added and casting parameters adjusted to compensate for 
gradient losses sustained due to the increased shell thickness. Final blade 
casting dimensions were maintained oversize such that normal blade post-cast 
processing (alumina blast, grain etch and prebond cleaning) yielded parts that 
were within the design dimensional tolerance band. 
POSITIVE CONTACT 
PINNING LOCATION 
AT STRONG BACK TIP 
SLIP-JOINT 
PIN LOCATIONS 
Figure 32 fvndified Blade Wax Pattern Showing Provisions for Building 
Strongback Holding Pins into the Shell Mold 
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(A) 
STRONGBACK BOWING ELIMINATED 
(B) 
CONVEX WALL 
STRONGBACK PROPERLY 
"CENTERED" 
~ CONCAVE WALL 
DESIRED TRAILING EDGE WALL THICKNESS UNIFORMITY ACHIEVED 
Figure 33 Effects of Positive Contact Pinning of the Strongback at the Blade 
Tip and Slip-Joint Pinning of the Strongback at the Blade Trailing 
Edge 
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Metallographic examination of the PWA 1480 surfaces which had been in contact 
with ceramic (strongback or alumina-silica shell) revealed various amounts of 
a platelet phase as shown in Figure 34. The phase was characterized to be high 
inti tani um and tantal um by mi croprobe analysi s, i denti fyi ng the pl atel ets as 
Laves phase. Post-cast processi ng (al umi na bl ast, gra in etch pl us prebond 
cleaning) was found to eliminate the platelet phase prior to the bonding 
operation. 
Figure 34 fvlicrostructure of As-cast PWA 1480 Platelet Phase on the Cast 
Surface 
Fluorescent penetrant and radiographic inspections of the blade castings 
revealed numerous inclusions in the thin trail ing edge airfoil regions near 
the blade tips. Metal10graphic examination showed the inclusions to be due to 
slag (dross) type inclusions (Figure 35) traceable to the experimental master 
melt. S'lag-type "inclusions were subsequent"y minimized by employing less re-
active melt crUCibles, ceramic ball filters in the mold pour cup to filter out 
impurities, and pouring the molten alloy with the induction power still on. 
Visual and zyglo inspections of blade castings from the root-down mold design 
re veal ed unacceptabl e shri nkage poro si ty on the bl ade root pl atforms. The 
careful placement of bl ind risers coupled with precise withdrawal rate changes 
eliminated this problem, as shown in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36 Two Energy Efficient Engine Blade Halves Showing Extent of 
Shrinkage Porosity on Root Platform Before (Left) and After 
(Right) Addition of Blind Risers and Withdrawal Rate Changes 
4.4.3.2 Vane Casting Trials 
In many cases, the prob1 ems encountered in casti ng the vane were very simil ar 
to those encountered in the blade. The similarities, however, were expected 
due to the similarities in design, specifically two piece airfoils, thin 
trailing edge walls, small wedge angle and the use of PWA 1480 against low 
pressure strongback formulations. Al though the vane design did not require 
secondary crystal orientation control, the abil ity to control primary and 
secondary orientation to +3 degrees woul d permit interchangeabil ity of vane 
hal ves (bondi ng the convex vane hal f from one mol d to the concave vane hal f 
from a second mold without producing grain boundaries at the bond joint). 
Since interchangeabil ity of vane hal ves is particularly attractive from a 
yield standpoint, it was decided to seed the vane castings to achieve the 
desired crystal orientation. Due to the basic size difference between the vane 
and the blade, the problems although similar, were multi-parametric and in 
many cases required different corrective action. A typical two-piece vane 
casting is shown in Figure 37. 
INNER SHROUD 
Figure 37 Bonded Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Turbine Vane 
Co nfi guratio n 
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The establ i shment of epitaxial growth was successfully achieved by usi ng the 
single article mold design and starting conditions established during blade 
casting trial s. However the growth of acceptable singlE~ crystal through the 
relatively large shrouds (vane platform areas) met with considerable diffi-
cul ty. The in-itial trial vanes were cast outer shroud-down and exhibited nu-
merous freckle chains in the large expansion section below the' outer shroud as 
shown in Figure 38. Extensive grain nucleation was evident on the inner shroud 
particularly at the extremities of the shroud and the thin weight pocket areas 
as shown in Figure 39. A reduced expansion section and increased ramp angle, 
coupled with a faster withdrawal rate eliminated the freckling problem. How-
ever, filled weight pockets, feeding modifications and extensive hot zone 
temperature to withdrawal rate (G/R) ratio adjustments failed to el iminate the 
inner shroud nucleation problems. The lateral growth needed to produce a single 
crystal inner shroud in the vane desi gn cou"' d not be achieved us; ng the outer 
shroud down mold design. Therefore, the orientation of the vane in the mold 
was changed as follows. 
t GROWTH DIRECTION 
T 
EXPANSION 
IT'ON 
Figure 38 Macroetched Energy Efficient Engine Vane Cast Outer Shroud-Down 
Showing Numerous Freckle Chains in the Large Expansion Section 
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Figure 39 Macroetched Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Vane Showing Grain 
Nucleation on Concave and Convex Inner Shroud Pl atforms 
The vane leading edge or trailing edge was oriented down, thereby unidirec-
tionally solidifying the vane along an axis parallel to its chord width as 
shown in Figure 40. This unique part orientation required a minor relocation 
of the seed in relation to the new growth axis in order to position a <001> 
secondary orientation parallel to the vane stacking 1 ine (note that seeding 
now becomes mandatory since seeding the vane hal ves was not only desirable for 
interchangeability of blade halves, but necessary to cast the vane in single 
crystal form). Since the <001> orientations in the cubic system exhibit four 
fold symmetry the particular <001> secondary direction which was oriented 
parallel to the stacking line is irrelevant. The leading and trailing edge 
dot'ln orientations el iminated the 1 ateral single crystal growth problems and 
provided for excellent airfoil and shroud single crystall inity as well as good 
filling of the trailing edge region for the trailing edge down method. Extra-
neous nucleation was avoided by maintaining the proper (G/R) relationship 
throughou t the soli di fi ca tion cyel e. 
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Figure 40 S'ingle Unit Leading Edge Down Wax Assembly Used for Casting Single 
Crystal Energy Efficient Engine First Vanes 
The problem of PWA 1480 reactivity with strongback formulations was en-
countered in the vane casting trial s as well and was attacked in a manner 
similar to that used in the blade casting trials. Again, the Sherwood SR200-S 
formulation, which provided sufficient casting strength to enable the use of 
"positive" contact strongback pinning, was coupled with relatively low hot 
zone and metal pour temperatures to properly locate the strongback. The 
leading-edge down and trailing-edge down mold configurations required 
"positive" contact pinning at the trail ing or leading edges, n~spectively, 
whichever was at the top of the mold. The platelet phase (Laves) was again 
successfully removed by post-cast processing operations prior to bonding. 
Early outer-shroud down casting trials had exhibited trailing c~dge non-fill 
problems which varied from voids to pedestal non-fill and/or pedestal rounding. 
These non-fill problems were el iminated by using the trail ing edge down mold 
design which provided a substantial increase in metallostatic head pressure 
and improved metal flow patterns in the thin trailing edge vicinity. Consistent 
with the blade casting results, dimensional measurements of thE! large slab-
1 ike vane airfoil geometry revealed extenSive mol d distortion at elevated 
temperatures. In some cases, the airfoil wall thickness was found to be up to 
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100 percent oversize relative to the original wax. An extensive casting pro-
gram was subsequently conducted, similar to the blade casting effort, to de-
termine the optimum casting parameters needed to produce dimensionally accept-
able single crystal vane airfoils. The initial casting trials incorporated 
lower hot zone (1496°C (2725°F)) and pour temperatures (1523°C (2775°F)), 
comparable to those developed for the blade, which included a 100 percent 
increase to approximately 1.2 cm (0.5 in.) in the shell mold thickness. These 
correcti ve measures substantia-Ily reduced the magni tude of the mol d di stortion 
but parts were still oversize. Therefore, another series of casting trials 
(similar to those for the blade) was conducted aimed at evaluating numerous 
shell reinforcement schemes. These included localized shell build-up, ceramic 
and metal rei nforcement techni ques and wi thdrawal rate adjustments. It was 
empi ri call y determi ned that a serie s 0 f three PWA 1480 metal pl ate s encl os i ng 
the airfoil portion of the vane (Figure 41), coupled with the trail ing edge 
down mol d design, lower casting temperatures and increased shell thickness, 
produced single crystal vanes which were dimensionally acceptable after the 
post-cast processing operations required for pre-bond cleaning and inspection 
had been compl eted. 
Figure 41 Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Vane Wax Assembly Illustrating 
Three Metal Plate Reinforcement Technique on a Trailing Edge Down 
Mold Design 
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An unexpected problem was encountered during post-cast processing of the vane. 
Extensive metal penetration into the shell was observed in thE~ "5 11 wall vici-
nity of the outer-shroud down castings. Review of the shell dipping operations 
revealed that the location of the liS" wall to the airfoil finet radius would 
not allow prime dips to drain properly prior to subsequent dipping operations. 
Steps to pre"ent this problem included slower drying cycles or using the trai-
ling edge-down mold deSign, which improved the draining of thE~ "5 11 wall and 
eliminated the metal intrusion problem, as shown in Figure 42 .. 
Fi gure 42 Energy Efficient Engine First Vane Outer Shroud Illustrating Metal 
Penetration into the Shell in the 115 11 Wall. Note: Lack of Metal 
Penetration when Vane was Cast Trail ing Edge Down (Bottom Photo). 
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Simil ar steps to those used in the bl ade casti ng effo rt were successfully 
taken to minimize slag type inclusions caused by dross in the master melt. 
These steps included the use of ball filters and pouring the melt with the 
; nduction power-on. 
Shri nkage porosi ty, which was observed on the top of the vane outer shroud 
(for the outer shroud down mol d design), was el iminated by the careful place-
ment of blind risers and use of decreased withdrawal rates at the critical 
point in the solidification cycle. The shrinkage porosity problem in the 
shrouds was absent in the trailing edge down mold design. In fact, this became 
an added advantage to the tra i1 i ng edge down mold desi gn si nce sensi ti ve and 
often complex withdrawal rate changes were not required to prevent shrinkage 
porosity or facil itate single crystal growth. 
4.5. Casting Reproducibility Assessment 
The casting trials conducted in this program were aimed at establishing cas-
ting feasibility of large two piece single crystal turbine blades and vanes. 
In addition to evaluating the adaptability of the high rate solidification 
process to the relatively large single crystal configurations, the procedures 
and optimized casting parameters developed during these trials were next 
uti 1 i zed to exami ne reproduci bi 1 i ty. Four bl ades and four vanes were cast 
using the optimized casting parameters (1496°C (2725°F)) hot zone temperature 
and l523°C (2775°F) metal pour temperature). The castings were then subjected 
to a complete evaluation. 
Two basi c types 0 t casti ngs were produced duri ng the course of the program: 
sol id blade and vane airfoil s for mechanical property and microstructura'l 
substantiation and blade and vane halves for bonding and bench testing. The 
solid airfoil castings were necessary in order to provide machined-from-vane 
(MFV) and machined from blade (MFB) specimens large enough to be suitable for 
mechanical properties testing. Sufficient material thickness was not available 
in the vane and blade halves to do this. These solid castings were processed 
in a manner similar to the blade and vane halves in order to obtain accurately 
simulated material properties. For example, the solid hardware was solution 
heat treated in order to achieve optimum metal properties. ~tall ographi c 
evaluation was conducted to verify the critical solution heat treat variables. 
The sol id blades and vanes were then subjected to a simulated diffusion coat-
ing cycle and precipitation strengthening (aging) heat treatment. Standard 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft practice was used to remove the machined-from-vane 
(fvIFV) and machined-from-blade (MFB) test specimens from the sol id castings for 
subsequent tensile and creep-rupture testing (ref. Section 5.0, this report). 
In order to evaluate reproducibility, certain PWA 1480 material specification 
requirements such as chemistry control, microstructure and orientation control 
were examined. These are discussed in the following sections. 
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4.5.1 Chemistry Control 
Chemical analyses were performed for both the bottom and top sections of a PWA 
1480 blade casting. The results indicated that all the major elements were 
within PWA 1480 specifications and that no significant elemental losses of the 
major elements occurred during casting (Tab1~ II). 
TABLE II 
ELEMENTAL LOSSES OF MAJOR ELEMENTS DURING CASTING 
Major Master ~ner91 Efficient Engine Blade Chemical Analysis (Wt%) 
Element Heat Root* Tip * PWA 1480 Specifications lNomina1 J 
Chromium 10.2 10.6 10.3 (10.0) 
Cobal t 4.8 5.0 5.0 ( 4.0) 
Aluminum 5.0 5.2 5.0 ( 5.0) 
Ti tani urn 1 .4 1.50 1 .51 (1 .5) 
Tanta1 urn 11 .9 11.8 12.0 (12.0) 
Tungsten 3.9 3.8 3.7 ( 4.0) 
* Differences from master heat result because the mixture of elements 
is not entirely homogeneous and concentrations may vary within the 
castings. 
4.5.2 tv1i cro stru ctu re Co ntro 1 
Metallographic examination of sections through sol id blades and vanes were 
conducted after solution heat treatment at 1287°C (2350°F) for 4 hours. The 
results clearly demonstrated that fully acceptable microstructures were 
achieved in both the blade and the vane. Close examination revealed a section 
size affect which was due to macrosegregation in the large blade root and vane 
shroud sections. The large vane shrouds indicated acceptable level s of gamma 
prime, 'Y', solutioning and the thinner airfoil sections indicated complete 
gamma prime solutioning as shown in Figure 43. These heat treatment variations 
were not totally unexpected and previous mechanical testing has shown both 
structures yield acceptable mechanical test properties (RE~ference 1). 
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Figure 43 Photomicrographs of Sections thro.ugh Solution Heat Treated PWA 
1480 Energy Efficient Engine Blade and Vane Showing Complete 
(Left) and Partial Solutioning (Arrows-Right) of the Gamma Prime 
4.5.3 Crystallographic Orientations Control 
Back reflection Laue x-ray analysis of seeded blades and vanes was conducted 
to confi rm vi sua 1 observations of crystallo graphi c orienta tion control. Thi s 
method utilizes a beam of white radiation which is allowed to impact on the 
single crystal. The Bragg angle (which is the angle at which diffraction 
occurs) is, therefore, fixed for every set of atomic planes in the crystal. 
Each diffracted beam has a different and distinct wavelength which collective-
ly, form an array of spots on a photographic film. This array is commonly 
termed a Laue pattern and the positions of the spots on the film depend on the 
orientation of the crystal relative to the incident beam (Reference 2). Since 
the orientation of the blades and vanes was determined from the location of 
the Laue spots on the film, it was necessary to construct fixturing to orient 
the incident beam parallel to the stacking line of the part as shown in Figure 
44. Prominent features of the <001> Laue pattern which allow for the deter-
mination of primary and transverse (secondary) cube directions are shown in 
Flgure 45. A typical Laue (x-ray diffraction) pattern showing control of the 
crystal orientation in the blade is shown in Figure 46. 
Figure 44 Laue Fixture Util ized to Orient the Incident Beam Parallel to 
the Stacking Line of the Energy Efficient Engine First Blade 
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Figure 45 Schematic of a Typical <001> Laue Pattern Showing Prominent 
Features 
Figure 46 X-Ray Diffraction (Laue) Polaroid Showing Control of Crystal 
Orientation in Typical Energy Efficient Engine First Stage Blade 
The results of seeding both the blade and vane configurations are shown in 
Table III. These data demonstrate the ability to achieve epitaxy and control-
led single crystal growth in both the blade and vane configurations. Certainly, 
the bl ade ~oal that the secondary crystal 1 i ne axes < 100> and <: 01 0 > be 
rotated 27 + 5° from the blade x-y coordinates was controlled in that 
-26.25° + 2.25° was achieved for one blade and -27 + 1 ° f:or a second blade. 
The vane-results of 2° + 2° and 5° + 2° from <OO1>were well within the 10° + 
3° goal. 
Part 
Fi rst Vane 
Fi rst Vane 
First Vane 
( Ab so 1 u tP. ) 
TABLE III 
BACK REFLECTION LAUE DATA FOR SEEDED 
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE BLADES AND VANES 
Location 
---
Inner & Outer 
Snrouds 
Leadi ng Edge & 
Trailing Edge 
Max Allowance 
Goal 
xl 
1.5+1.5 
.. 1 + 4 
"3 
'l2 001 
1.5 + 1.5 2 + 2 
4.5 + 1.5 5 + 2 
"3 10 +" 3 
4 + 2 
-1.5+1.5 
5 +" 3 
Flrst Blade Airfoil Tip -4.25 + 2.25 5.5 + 3.5 6.25 + 3.25 -26.25 + 2.25 
First Blade Ai rfoi 1 Tip 2 + 6 4 + 4 6.75 + 4.75 -27 + 1 
First Blade Max Allowance Goal 10 + 3 27 + 5 
(Abso1 ute) 
'I. X-axis coordinates of the primary single crystal growth direction measured 
from the stacking 1 ine in a direction parallel with a reference surface on 
the part. 
2. Y-axis coordinates of the primary single crystal growth dire'ction measured 
from the stacking 1 ine in a direction perpendicular to a reference surface 
on the part. 
3. B is the angular deviation of the secondary Single crystal growth direc-
tion measured in a plane perpendicular to the stacking 1 ine and referenced 
to a surface parallel to the blade or vane stacking 1 ine. 
4.5.4 Dimensional Control (Blades and Vanes) 
Excessive mold distortion at the elevated temperatures involved in the initial 
vane and blade casting trials resulted in oversize airfoils. The amount of 
oversize varied but was typically in the order of 0.076 em (0.030 in.) for the 
vane and 0.063 cm (0.025 in.) for the blade (dimensions are per side). 
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As discussed in the Casting Trial s section, a number of modifications to the 
process were incorporated to reduce the di stortion. These i ncl uded reduced 
mold temperature, a thicker reinforced shell structure with additional radia-
tion baffling, adjusted casting parameters, and various bracing schemes. The 
modifications were effective in reducing the oversize airfoil thickness to 
0.033 - 0.015 cm (0.006 - 0.013 in.) for the vane and 0.010 - 0.027 cm (0.004 
- 0.011 in.) for the blade, as measured at the trailing edge (see Figure 47). 
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VANE 
MAX 
40 
30 BLADE 
MIN 
MIN 
20 
VANE 
BLADE 
10 
MIN 
MIN 
O~~ __ ~ __ -L __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ___ 
EARLY TRIALS 
1537"C -1551 °C (2BOOoF· 2825°F) MOLD 
1565° (2850 0 F) MELT 
0.5 em (0.2 in) THICK SHELL 
NO BRACING 
LATE TRAILS 
1482"C (2700 0 F) MOLD 
1496 °C -1510 0 C (2725°F - (2750 0 F) MELT 
1.01 em (0.4 in) to 0.12 em (0.05 in) THICK WALL 
VARIOUS BRACING SCHEMES 
NOTE: REPRESENTS TWO TYPICAL BLADE & VANE CASTINGS 
Blade and Vane Thickness Deviations 
Shadowgraph compar; sons of vane sections to bl uepri nt requi rements were not 
taken since thickness measurements were easi1y measurable with calipers on 
casti ng hal ves. Inspections of vane and bl ade stro ngbacks were compl eted, 
however, with results showlng dimensions acceptable to blueprint except for 
the blade rib misalignment discovered during bonding (see section 5.4.2.3 and 
Fl gure 74). 
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Final airfoil thickness dimensions were approximately 0.007 cm (0.003 in.) 
less than casting dimensions due to post-cast processing which included alumi-
na blast, grain etch, and prebond cleaning. 
4.6 Casti ng Resul ts and Concl usions 
During the casting phase of this effort, casting feasibility was demonstrated 
and several blade and vane halves were made for the bonding tria"ls. In addi-
tion, solid blades and vanes were successfully cast and heat treated for use 
in the materials evaluation tests. All cast specimens exhibited the required 
microstructure and chemical composition. Single unit mold techno'iogy was found 
to enhance thermal gradient control and crystal growth while permitting lower 
mol d temperatures, which alleviated internal ceramic breakdown of the mol d 
materials. Seeding of the PWA 1480 single crystal material was determined to 
be necessary in order to assure epitaxial growth and to provide the required 
primary and secondary crystalline orientation. Several significant problems 
were addressed and corrected during the course of the casting effort. These 
are summarized in Tables IV and V. The significant problems are segregated to 
show those associated with the blade casting effort and those associated with 
the vane casting effort. 
TABLE IV 
VANE CASTING EFFORT 
Problem Areas 
o Vane Strongback Tolerances 
o Stro ngback Cracki ng 
o Wax Inject1ion 
(l) No n-fi 111 
(2) Strongback Cracking 
o Seeding Epitaxy 
(1) Mel t-back 
o Si ngl e Crys ta 1 Growth 
(1) Freckles 
(2) Latera~ Growth 
(3) Shroud Nucl eation 
Corrective Action 
o Improved vendor fabri cation techni que, 
fabricated inspection gages. 
o Strengthened strongback outsi de of 
airfoil by eliminating extended rib 
and reduci ng rema i ni ng ri bs I sha rp 
corners 
o Mixture of high fluidity waxes; die 
ve nti ng; i nga te relocation; wax pads; 
modified pinning; wax temperature, 
flow and pressure adjustments; 
trimmed strongback; die temperature 
o Improved baffling; relocation of chill 
pl ate rel ati ve to hot zone 
o Incresed withdrawl rate; filled weight 
pockets, leading edge or trailing edge 
down; reduced expansion section; 
increased ramp angle 
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Problem Areas 
o Strongback Reactivity 
(]) Welts 
(2) Surface Roughness 
(3) Platelet Phase 
o TE and LE Non-fill 
(1) Pedestal Roundi ng 
(2) Cold Shut 
(3 ) Voids 
o Strongback Di stortion 
(1) Bow; ng 
o Shell Distortion 
(1) Metal Penetration 
(2) Dimensions 
(Oversi ze) 
o Shri nkage Poros; ty 
(1) Top Surface of Shroud 
Problem Areas 
o Wax Injection 
(1) Non-fill 
(2) Strongback Cracks 
o Seeding (Epitaxy) 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
VANE CASTING EFFORT 
Correcti ve Actio n 
o Lower hot zone and pour temperatures; 
less reactive ceramic (SR200-S); 
trailing edge down 
o Trail ing edge down; rapid pour; long 
mo 1 d so a k; me ta 11 0 s ta tic hea d 
o Lower hot zone temperatures; refi ned 
pi nni ng techni que s 
o Trailing edge or leading edge down; 
eliminate binder dip after first 
prime; close surveillance during 
dipping 
o Increased shell thickness; CaO 
deletion; lower hot zone and pour 
temperatures; local ized shell 
buil d-up; numerous ceramic and metal 
reinforcement techniques; part 
orientation; wi thdrawa1 ra te increase 
o Leading or trailing edge down; blind 
risers; withdrawal rate 
TABLE V 
BLADE CASTING EFFORT 
Correcti ve Action 
o Mixture of high fluidity waxes; die 
venting; wax pads; modified pinning; 
wax temperature and pressure 
adjustments; wax flow ra te; heated 
strongback 
o Improved start conditions; relocate 
chi 11 P 1 ate re 1 a t i ve to ho t zo ne ; 
hel ical restrictions 
Problem Areas 
o Single Crystal Growth 
(1) Extraneous Nucleation 
(£) La tera 1 Growth 
o Strongback Reactivity 
(1) Welts 
(2) Surface Roughness 
( 3 ) Pl ate 1 e t Pha se 
o TE No n-fi 1'1 
(1 ) Pedestal Round; ng 
( 2) Co 1 d Sh u t 
(3) Voi ds 
o Strongback Di stortion 
(1) Ti P Bowi ng 
oShell Di stortion 
o Shri nkage Porosi ty 
(1) Pl atform 
TABLE V (Continued) 
BLADE CASTING EFFORT 
Correcti ve Action 
o Withdrawal rate adjustments; baffling 
modifications 
o Lower hot zone and pour temperatures; 
1 ess reacti ve cerami c (SR200-S) 
o Rapid pour; long mold soak; 
metallostatic head 
o Lower hot zone temperatures; increased 
pinning locations 
o Localized shell build-up 
o Increased shell thickness; CaO 
deletion; lower hot zone and pour 
temperatures; localized shell 
buil d-up; numerous ceramic and metal 
reinforcement techniques 
o Blind risers; withdrawl rate 
adjustments 
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5.0 BONDING FEASIBILITY 
5.1 Overview 
The approach used to meet the bondi ng cha 11 enges posed by the compl ex geome-
tries of the two-piece hi gh-pressure turbi ne bl ades and vanes was simil ar to 
that used in establishing casting feasibility, i.e., employ an established 
bonding procedure and modify it as necessary to resolve specific problems en-
countered. For this program, existing PWA 1480 Transient Liquid Phase (TLP@) 
bondi ng technology and two-piece bl ade bondi ng experience provi ded the refer-
ence procedure. 
The transient 1 iquid phase bonding process was developed primarily for joining 
difficul t-to-weld high strength superalloys. This combines features of both 
diffusion bonding and high temperature brazing to produce high strength bonds 
without the high capital cost and stringent processing requirements usually 
associated with diffusion bonding. Highlights of this process are illustrated 
in Figure 48. The transient liquid phase bonding process utilizes an inter-
layer matenal (A), similar in composition to the base metal being bonded. 
Boron is added to the interlayer material as a mel ting pOint depressant, so 
that substantial melting of the interlayer occurs below the incipient melting 
tempera ture 0 f the alloy be i ng jo i ned. 
CB) TLP INTERLAYER~ 
® INTERLAYER MELTS----... -
~ ISOTHERMALLY SOLIDIFIE~ 
HETEROGENEOUS BOND~ 
® HOMOGENEOUS BOND -----4:-
TEMP. 
Figure 48 Transient Liquid Phase Bonding Process 
L 
a+BORIDE 
COMPOS I TI ON 
A positive load is applied normal to the bond plane and the assembly is heated 
to the bonding temperature (B), where the transient liquid phase interlayer 
melts and forms a joint similar to a braze jOint. Unlike a braze, however, the 
bond is held at the bonding temperature allowing the melting point depressant, 
boron, to diffuse into the base metal raising the melting-temperature of the 
joi nt. A transient 1; qui d phase bond is hel d at the bondi ng temperature for a 
sufficient duration that complete isothermal solidification occurs (e) due to 
the reduced boron level. The bond cycle can then be continued further (D) to 
el iminate any chemical or microstructural heterogeneity in the jOint area. 
Homogeneous bonds can be achieved with properties equivalent to or approaching 
those of the base metal being bonded. 
The key features of the process are the thermal cycle and the Transient Liquid 
Phase interlayer (preform) composition. Bonding thermal cycles are generally 
developed for each specific material and component property requirements. The 
cycle must produce the desired bond properties and be compatib"le with the base 
meta 1 heat treatment wi thout degradi ng base metal properties. A sui tabl e 
transient liquid phase bonding thermal cycle has been identifiE!d for bonding 
PWA 1480 single crystal alloy. The established bonding thermal process for PWA 
1480 includes a bonding cycle of 1232°e (2250°F) for 24 hours followed by the 
full PWA 1480 heat treatment (i .e., solution heat treatment, coating diffusion 
treatment, and aging treatment). 
As part of the company sponsored programs, a transient 1 iquid phase inter1ayer 
composition has been established for bonding PWA 1480 single crystal alloy. 
This transient liquid phase composition is designated TLP~ -613 (PWA 1184). 
Utilizing the established thermal cycle, the transient liquid phase interlayer 
produces transient liquid phase bonds with mechanical properti~!s essentially 
equivalent to the PWA 1480 base alloy. A typical microstructurE! of a laboratory 
prepared PWA 1480 transient liquid phase bond is shown in Figure 49. Transient 
1 iquid phase bonds with microstructures similar to that shown "in the figure 
have produced 982°e (1800°F) stress rupture 1 ives and isothermal low cycle 
fatigue properties comparable to the base metal (Figures 50 and 51). 
~IBOND 
Figure 49 Typical PWA 1480 Transient Liquid Phase Bond Microstructure 
(Crystallographically Oriented) 
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Important to the bonding of single crystal alloys is maintaining crystallo-
graphi c orientation across the bond pl ane. Due to the ep'j taxial growth of the 
isothermal sol idification front from each mating surface, no undesirable bond 
grain boundaries are formed if crystallographic orientat'ion 1S maintained in 
both mating halves .. Crystallographic misorientation between the mating halves 
will create a grain boundary in the bond causing reduced bond mechanical pro-
perties. Experience has shown, however, that bond stress·-rupture properties 
are maintained with as much as 5 degrees of misorientation across the bond. 
The basic elements of the bonding procedure used for this program are shown as 
a logical sequence of events in Figure 52. Each is discussed in more detail in 
the following sections of the report. The objective of this portion of the 
total effort was to evol ve a bondi ng procedure that woul d ensure a hi gh degree 
of reproducibil ity of two-piece blades and vanes. Two of the major areas of 
concern addressed were (1) achieving gOOd bond plane fit·-up between the mating 
casting halves and (2) bond tooling that would provide the desir-ed loading 
distribution to the cast halves. 
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Flgure 52 Steps in Achieving Bonding Feasibility 
5.2 Bond Tooling and Transient Liquid Phase Preform Des'ign and Fabrication 
Bondi ng of the cast parts is accompli shed wi th the use of a bondi ng tool 
assembly whose primary elements are the bonding tools, the castings to be 
bonded, and the TLP® preform. An exploded view of a typical assembly is 
ill ustrated in Figure 53 .. 
The bondi ng tool is shaped to conform to the external contours Clf the casti ngs 
so that uniform pressure is applied over the surface of the castings. Tool 
designs were dictated by the high-pressure turbine blade and vane design de-
tails that defined the blade and vane casting geometries. Bond tooling design 
philosophy included provisions for separate fixtures for those olreas in the 
blade and vane castings where bond line fit-up was anticipated to be a problem. 
ThlS "segmented" tooling approach provided a means for "fine tuning" the load-
ing parameters in those critical areas in order to achieve good bonds. 
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Figure 53 Typical Bonding Assembly for a Two-Piece Casting (Exploded View) 
For the vane, this capability was not required because the vane bonding plane 
was essentially planar. However, the severe twist and camber in the blade air-
foil and root sections resul ted in a complex bond plane that required separate 
fixtures for these sections and subsequent modifications to these fixtures in 
order to achieve sa ti sfactory bonds. 
5.2.1 Bond Tooling Design and Fabrication 
Although fit-up between the mating surfaces of a transient liquid phase bond 
is not as critical as for a diffusion bond due to the presence of a liquid 
phase, joint fit-up is important to attain maximum properties and minimize the 
bond thermal cycle time. With simple, flat bond surfaces, only small loads 69 
kPa (10 psi) are required to achieve adequate fit-up; these loads can be gene-
rated by dead weight loading. 
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In order to achieve adequate fi t-up for two-piece bl ades wi th curved bond 
planes, a new loading system was developed at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft which 
generates highE~r loads without adding bulk to the furnace load in the form of 
added dead weight. This system util izes differential thermal expansion (!::. O! ) 
between the blade/die assembly and a low expansion yoke as shown in Figure 54. 
Mimmal preloads are established during assembly to hold the halves together. 
As the assembly is heated to the bondi ng temperature, the yoke squeezes the 
die due to the di fferences in thermal expansion between the yoke and die. Thi s 
imposes an increasing load on the halves being bonded together. A typical load 
characteristic is shown in Figure 55. The specific load/temperature profile of 
a die system is controlled by deformable spacers with controlled properties 
and configuration. These spacers are designed to yield during heat-up, reducing 
the bonding load and preventing over-loading and deformation of the component. 
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Fi gure 54 Oi fferenti al Thermal Expansion TranSient L i qui d Phase Bond 
Too 1 i rig Approach 
Bond tooling layouts and detail designs were completed for both the Energy 
Efficient Engine vane and blade configurations. The detail features of the 
tooling were designed for easy assembly and adaptability during the bonding 
trial phase of the program. All of the airfoil bonding dies and flat spacers 
were fabricated from OA-25 material. DA-25 is a conventionally cast alloy 
similar in composition to the PWA 1480 blade alloy, IOOdified to sl ightly re-
duce its compressive strength. The airfoil die halves were investment cast to 
the actual airfoil contour, requiring minimal grinding on the opposite flat 
face of the dies. All flat spacers were investment cast to near net shape with 
grinding required only on the bearing surfaces. All of the low expansion yokes 
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and tapered spacers were machined from TZM molybdenum alloy. The original 
deformable spacers were machined from Type 330 stainless steel plate. As the 
bonding trials progressed, it became necessary to utilize DA-25 deformable 
spacers. These spacers were investment cast with the required 4-degree taper 
to allow proper assembly fit during bonding. 
LOAD 
TEMPERATURE FOIL 
MELTING 
BOND 
TEMP. 
Fi gure 55 Typi cal Load/Temperature Characteri stics of Di fferenti al 
Expansion Transient Li qui d Phase Bond Tool i ng 
5.2.2 Transient Li gUld Phase Preform Design and Fabrication 
TIle design of the TLP® preform is defined by the contact surface geometry of 
the mating blade or vane halves at the bond plane. Detail designs of the 
transient liquid phase foil preforms were generated from digitized layouts of 
the bonding planes flattened out by computer to form a two-dimensional repre-
sentation of the bond pl ane. Thi s procedure was sati sfactory for the vane pre-
forms. However, the blade preform designs required additional hand fitting to 
the actual blade bond plane due to the compound curvature in the blade, which 
coul d not be easily simul ated by computer techni ques .. The vane preform was 
made in two pieces; the leading edge and first rib sections were made in one 
piece with 0.02 em (0.010 in.) wide connectors, the trailing edge and inter-
connected second ri b were made as one unit. Connectors which were 0.02 cm 
(0.010 in.) wide were added to support pedestal bond areas and reinforce the 
rib section for handling purposes. A typical vane preform is illustrated in 
Figure 56. The blade preform was made in three distinct sections. The first 
section inclUded the leading edge, tip, tip turning vanes and third rib. The 
second piece was comprised of the trail ing edge root section, root end turning 
vane and second rib. The third preform covered the pedestal array. An example 
of the bl ade preform is shown in Fi gure 57. 
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Figure 57 Three-Piece Blade Transient Liqu'id Phase Foil Preforms 
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The optimum method of applying the transient liquid phase interlayer to the 
bond j01nt is by preplacing it 100 percent dense foil to the mating surface. 
Boron, as stated earl ier, is added to the interlayer as a mel ting point de-
pressant. In bul k form, however, the boron can cause these compositions to be-
come extremely brittle. To combat this, a method was developed at Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft for producing the transient liquid phase interlayer alloys in 
the form of ductile, all metal foil s without boron content. Boron is then 
added to provide the necessary melting pOint depressant. These ductile borided 
foil s can be readily cut, punched or photo-etched to any required preform 
shape. 
5.3 Pre-Bond Processing 
Pre-bo nd processi ng encompasses the acti vi ties requi red to prepa re the casti ngs 
and bond tool assemblies for the bonding process. As suitable castings are 
rece1ved from the casting trials, they are assembled into the tooling dies for 
a preliminary bond line fit-up inspection. This is accomplished through a 
method that utillzes carbon paper tracings. 
The carbon paper trace method gives a qualitative indication of bond fit-up 
between the mating component ha1 ves. The two mating component hal ves are 
placed together and loaded in the bonding dies prior to final assembly with a 
piece of carbon and plain white paper replacing the transient liquid phase 
foil. When loaded in the die, contact areas between the two halves leave an 
indication on the paper while uncontacted areas leave no mark. Examples of 
carbon paper tracings of blades with poor and good fit-up are shown in Figure 
58. Some qual itative degree of contact can be interpreted from these traCings, 
al though they are used primarily to give a first order indication of potential 
fit-up problem areas, and to characterize fit-up reproducibility. 
After carbon paper tracing was completed, the castings and preforms were sub-
jected to a cleaning process aimed at removing surface impurities and provid-
ing a "clean" bonding surface. The basic pre-bond cleaning operation involves 
anodic pre-cleaning 1n an alkali solution followed by anodic etch cleaning in 
a muriatic acid solution and careful drying to preclude surface stains. 
All acid and alkali operations are separated by rinsing steps in clean water. 
All of the water used for these operations is demineralized to less than 5 ppm 
ion impurities. The alkali process is used to clean the surface prior to 
anodi c etchi ng to enhance etchi ng uni formi ty. It is al so used after etchi ng to 
remove surface smut created by the etching. Two graphite slabs are empJoyed in 
the solution as cathodes, while the parts themsel ves are anodes for both the 
alkali and acid treatments. 
Preforms were cleaned by standard methods. The preforms were carefully tack 
wel ded to the convex airfoil hal f wi th a capaci tor di scharge wel der. Wel d 
pa rameters, wel d 1 oca tions and contact methods were establ i shed for each 
component. 
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Carbon Paper Trace of B1 ade Bond P1 ane 
(Dark Areas Indicate Contact) 
Pre-bond cl eani ng tri al s concentrated on establ i Shi ng the requi red process 
combinations (wet blast, grit blast, anodic etching) and optimizing parameters 
such as clamping position, current density and cleaning cycle limits for the 
anodic etch procedure. Reproducibility and uniformity of surface cleaning was 
also evaluated. Other pre-bond activities included optimizing flash trimming 
methods and dimensions as well as the coordi nation of pre-bond procedures to 
preclude recrystallization of the PWA 1480 single crystal alloy. These are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The surface condition of the trial castings, after completion of all post-cast 
processi ng operations, was generally unsui tabl e for bondi ng due to surface 
contamination and local areas of cold work from previous operations. In order 
to prepare the cast surfaces for bonding, an alkali/anodic etch sequence was 
establ ished. Prior to this sequence, however, it was found necessary to condi-
tion the surface mechanically to enhance the alkali/acid cleaning and to im-
prove uniformity. Wet abrasive blasting was found capable of preparing the 
cast surfaces, but control and uniformity were difficult due to the low metal 
remo val rate. Al umi na blast; ng was subsequentl y found to be more re 1 i ab1 e in 
producing a uniform surface for the cleaning operations. Alumina grit sizes 
and pressure s were establ 1 shed to ml nlmi ze worki ng of the cast surfaces and 
meta 1 remo va 1 • 
The alkali/anodic etch cleaning sequence in conjunction with the alumina 
blasting, effectively prepared the cast surfaces for bonding without surface 
recrystallization of the PWA 1480. Successive alkali/anodic etch treatments 
were performed, as necessary, to ensure adequate cleaning and sufficient metal 
removal to re-I iab1y prevent recrystal1 i zation. Measurement showed a metal 
removal of approximately 0.0012 cm (0.0005 in.) from each surface. A pressur-
ized water rinse was also introduced after anodic etching steps to remove the 
smut residue from the etching operation. While the sequence of operations was 
the same for both the vane and the blade, specific current densities, etching 
times and c1 ampi ng posi tions were requi red for each component. 
Tne effectiveness of this established pre-bond cleaning procedure is demon-
strated in Fi gures 59 and 60 wi th respect to both the prevention of surface 
recrystall ization and jOint cleanl iness. Figure 59 shows two identically 
treated cast surfaces, except that one sampl e has been exposed to the pre-bond 
cleaning process (right) and the other has not (left). After exposure to the 
bonding thermal cycle, surface recrystallization is evident on the untreated 
surface, while no recrystallization was found on a properly cleaned surface. 
Figure 60 illustrates blade root bonds during initial bond trail s (left) and 
after final cleaning procedures were established (right). As shown, the in-
troduction of alumina blast surface conditioning and optimized alkali/anodic 
etch techni ques has totally el imi nated the occurrence of bond defects re1 ated 
to surface contamination. 
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Figure 59 Comparison of PWA 1480 Cast Surfaces Showing How Recrystallization 
was E1 iminated through Use of Establ ished Pre-bond Cleaning Methods 
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Figure 60 Comparison of Blade Root Bonds Showing Improved Bonding Following 
Establ ishment of Final Pre-bond Cleaning Procedures 
Mechanical blending and grinding operations were also estab1ishE~d to further 
improve the contact between the bonding die and external componE~nt surface. 
The vane and blade leading edge flash are blended to not less than 0.31 em 
(0.125 in.) of the airfoil to prevent interference with the airfoil dies. 
Controlling the flash blend limit effectively eliminated flash recrystalliza-
tion. Any excess metal on the casting bond surface due to strongback defects 
in the casting trials was mechanically blended prior to cleaning. Grinding 
methods were established to improve the die contact on the vane platform and 
the bl ade root when these do not meet the wax bl uepri nt dimensions due to 
casting shrinkage of the large mass. 
5.4 Bondi ng 
5.4.1 Process Oeser, ption 
After the cast parts had completed pre-bond processing, they were assembled in 
the bond tooling assembly for bonding. A parting agent was utiliized between 
the die and castings to preclude any adhesion between the castings and tooling 
dies during the bonding cycle. Actual bonding was conducted in E!ither of the 
two cold wall vacuum furnaces shown in Figure 61 using standard vacuum heat 
t.reating and bonding procedures previously estab1 ished at Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft for nickel-base superalloys. After bonding, the assemblies were 
cooled using recirculated argon. Immediately, the parts were removed from the 
bonding dies and solution heat treated in the same furnaces. 
Fi gure 61 Cold Wall Vacuum Furnaces Utilized for Bonding Energy Efficient 
Engi ne Vanes and B1 ades 
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After disassembly from the bonding dies, a qual itative assessment was made of 
the coverage of the die contact area on the component. A trace of the contact-
ed areas is left on the component surface due to the parting agent used be-
tween the part and the dies .. 
Subsequent to blending and polishing, the leading edge was etched electrolyt-
ically with a phosphoric acid solution and examined visually for unbond and 
microstructural defects. This etch/visual inspection procedure allows the in-
spection of athermally sol idified (A/S) microstructure in the bond, a defect 
not di scernable by standard methods. 
Final evaluation of the vanes and blades involved visual and metallographic 
evaluation of bond qual ity. The vanes and blades were sectioned near engineer-
ing machine drawings sections, and visually examined for unbonded regions. 
Unbonded areas were mapped for each vane and blade. Selected sections were 
metallographically prepared and examined. 
5.4.2 Bonding Trials 
Like casting, defining an acceptable bonding procedure is an iterative process; 
the techniques depending to a great extent on empirical information and trial-
and-error methods. Consequently, this effort comprised a total of '10 vanes and 
22 blades which were bonded and subsequently examined visually and metallo-
graphically for bond quality. Due to the complexity of the bonding process, 
several unanticipated problems arose during the bonding trials. ~st of these 
problems were dimensional in nature and affected the fit-up between the mating 
hal ves and consequently affected bond qual ity. These fit-up problems were 
genera"lly interrelated with casting quality. Some deViations from perfect bond 
fit-up could be corrected by modifications to tooling design and materials, 
assembly methods and in-process inspection. Other dimensional defects, however, 
coul d not be overcome by bond tool i ng and must be corrected by improvi ng cast-
ing quality. Some of these dimensional problems were identified during the 
fabrication trial s but correction of these problems was not within the scope 
of this program. These fit-up related dimensional problems included airfoil to 
root transi tion match-up of the bl ade bond surfaces and ri b interference near 
the tip of the blade, along with rib and pedestal chordal mismatch in the vane. 
The enti re process by whi ch each component was transient 1 i qui d phase bonded 
was controlled through detailed operations sheets in which each particular 
operation was itemized. During the bonding trails, any anomalies in the com-
ponent or the process were recorded. The effect of each operation on the tran-
sient liquid phase bond quality on each component fabricated was determined 
using the information from these detailed operat1ons sheets. 
5.4.2.1 Bond Tooling Assembly 
The objective of this task was to establish a specific bond tooling assembly 
sequence to ensure consistent bonding of vanes and blades. During the deter-
mination of this sequence, several problems were encountered. These are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Initial estimated shrinkage factors used to design casting tool'ing for the 
vane halves were incorrect and the vane did not meet blueprint dimensions. 
Consequently, the original vane transient 1 iquid phase foil preform, designed 
to meet the vane blueprint dimensions, did not fit the actual bond plane. Sub-
sequent modifications to the preform resol ved this problem. 
The original blade leading edge transient 1 iquid phase foil preform al so did 
not fit the bond surface of the blade, primarily due to the compound curvature 
of this surface. An iterative hand fitting preform design techn'ique was em-
ployed and this, plus the establ ishment of a specific lay-on sequence, resul t-
ed in an accurate fl t of the bl ade preform to the bond surface. The ori gi nal 
blade leading edge transient liquid phase preform is compared with the final 
preform design in Figure 62. 
ORIGINAL PREFORM 
SHAPE 
MODIFIED PREFORM 
SHAPE 
F; gure 62 B1 ade Lead; ng Edge Transient L i qui d Phase Pr~~forms Showi ng 
Modifications Necessary to Achieve Acceptable Bond Surface Fit-Up 
Properly fitted preforms were tack welded to the bonding surface to hold them 
in place during bond tool assembly. Weld parameters and contact locations were 
establ i shed whi ch ensured consi stent preform tack wel ds and precl uded any 
effect of the tack wel d on the transient 1 i qui d phase bond. 
An yttrium oXlde (Y203) slurry parting agent was utilized to prevent bond-
ing of the castings to the dies. This parting agent was removed when vane and 
blade castings were heat treated after disassembly from the dies. 
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The bonding yokes, fabricated from a molybdenum alloy, sporadically cracked 
during the assembly of the castings into the bond tooling. This occurred 
because assembly was accomplished at room temperature,- which is below the 
ductile-to-brlttle transition of the molybdenum alloy at the pre-load condi-
tions utilized. The assembly pre-load was reduced and this prevented any fur-
ther cracking of the yokes. 
5.4.2.2 Vane Bonding Trials 
Initial vane bonding trials indicated poor bond quality in the vane first rib. 
Thi s was traced to the use of AISI Type 330 deformabl e spacers in the bond 
tool assembly which were found to yield at a stress too low to provide the 
load required to successfully bond the cast halves. This problem was solved by 
changing the spacer material to DA-25 alloy, the same as that used in the 
tool ing dies themsel yes. The improvement in bond qual ity is illustrated in 
Fi gure 63. 
The achievement of complete platform bonding and good bond microstructure in 
the platofrm was found to be just as dependent on the number and proper loca-
tion of the deformable spacers in the final tooling configuration as on the 
selection of DA-25 as the spacer material. Originally, two deformable spacers 
were used on each pl atform. The resul tant bonds were of poor qual i ty wi th 
large voids in some areas. By using three spacers on both platforms, one 
located at each platform edge and one placed at each platform center, complete 
shroud bonding was achieved. The improvement in bond qual ity is illustrated in 
Fi gure 64. 
Vane trailing edge pedestal bonding was initially poor due to insufficient 
bond line loading caused by inadequate airfoil-to-airfoil die contour fit-up 
in the tra i 1 i n9 edge a rea. The probl em resul ted because the vane airfoil 
external contour did not meet the wax blueprint specifications. This was 
caused by casting mold dimensional instability in the casting process. To 
compensate for this fit-up problem, shims were placed at the vane leading edge 
flash and trailing edge as shown in Figure 65. This effectively solved the 
pedestal bond problem. 
Upon sectioning bonded vane castings, a chordwise mismatch between the cast 
halves at the bond plane was observed. This mismatch averaged a nominal 0.04 
cm (0.017 in.) and is illustrated in Figure 66. It was found to be the result 
of an offset in the strongback alignment pin during the casting process due to 
an error in the wax pattern tooling. The problem could be easily eliminated by 
correcti ng tha t tool i ng. 
The vane tooling configuration which evolved out of the bonding trials ;s 
illustrated in Figure 67. The extent to which bonding improvement was aChieved 
is shown in Figure 68. 
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Fi gure 63 Energy Efficient Engine Vane First Rib Bond Microstructure 
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Fi gure 64 Energy Efficient Engi ne Vane Pl atform Bond Microstructures 
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Flgure 65 Location of Spacer Shims on Energy Efficient Engine Vane Airfoil 
to Correct Inadequate Airfoil-to-Airfoil Die Contour Fit-Up 
Figure 66 Energy Efficient Engine Vane Chordwise Mismatch dUE~ to Strongback 
Mi sal i gnment 
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5.4.2.3 Blade Bonding Trials 
As was noted earlier, blade bond tooling was divided into that associated with 
bonding the blade airfoil sections and that associated with bonding the blade 
root sectlon. This was required due to the complex geometry of the blade cast-
ings. As with the vane, the initial material chosen for the blade airfoil 
tooling and root tooling deformable spacers was AISI Type 330 stainless steel. 
After several blade bonding trial s, it was found necessary to change to 
spacers using DA-25 material because of the low yield strength of the stain-
less stee·' at bonding temperatures. 
Airfoil Bonding Trials 
The initial tooling design for the airfoil trials incorporated a loading plane 
which was rotated 19 degrees counterclockwise to the rib axis as shown in 
Figure 69(a). This loading plane had been defined through the use of finite 
element analysis when the tool was designed and was thought to be acceptable. 
Examination of the first rib bond jOint microstructure, following bonding, 
indicated a poor quality bond as shown in Figure 69(b). The dies were sub-
sequently modified so that loading was applied parallel to the rib axis (i.e., 
o degrees rotation in Figure 70(a)), which significantly improved both the 
quality of the bond and its microstructure as shown in Figure 70(b). 
The initial bond tooling configuration was a single-direction loading system 
with the loads applied to the blade castings as shown in Figures 69(a) and 
70(a). Although the modified version of this configuration improved the first 
rib bond joint, it was inadequate to consistently provide good quality bonds 
at the trail ing edge pedestal s. Consequently, a multi-direction loading system 
(shown in Figure 71) was implemented. This system consistently produced high 
quality pedestal bonds as shown in Figure 72. 
t·1etallographic examination of the tip end of the third rib revealed that the 
rib was crushed during bonding (Figure 73). This deformation was the result of 
a misa·lignment in the y plane of the strongback tool which caused interference 
between the mating halves of the third rib. A schematic of this problem is 
illustrated in Figure 74. This bonding problem could be easily remedied by 
correct; ng the mi sal i gnment in the stro ngback tool. 
The remaining bonding fit-up related bond defects were a result of casting 
dimensional problems. The first blades available for bonding were warped in 
the tip area, prohibiting complete tip bonding. The warpage problem was cor-
rected by pinning the tip area during casting, and this, in conjunction with 
the improved airfoil die system, produced high qual ity bonds at the tip. 
Blade Root Bonding Trial s 
The original b1ade root bond too) design is shown in Figure 75(a) and employed 
a single direction loading system. Bonding achieved with this system was poor 
as eVldenced by the wide gap bonds and voids in Figure 75(b). 
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Figure 69 Initial Blade Airfoil Bond Tool Design and Poor Quality First 
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Figure 70 Modified Blade Airfoil Bond Tool Design (Loading Parallel to Rib 
Axis) and Good Quality First Rib Bond Joint Resulting from Its Use 
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Fi gure 71 Energy Efficient Engine Blade Airfoil Tooling Modification 
Showing r~ulti-directional Loading System 
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Figure 72 Energy Efficient Engine Blade Multi-direction Loading Systems 
Appl ies Load to Produce High Qual ity Pedestal Bonds 
Figure 73 Energy Efficient Engine Blade Third Rib Interference Showing 
Deformation Due to Strongback Tool Misal ignment 
Large areas of unbond were noticeable at the b'lade root leading edge, first 
rib, and trailing edge. These problems were attributable to fit-up problems 
caused by the high degree of curvature and camber in the blade root bond 
plane. The tooling die was therefore modified to incorporate the mUlti-direct-
ional loading system illustrated in Figure 76(a). This system significantly 
improved the qual ity of the bond joints where contact between mating parts was 
good (as shown in Figure 76(b)). However, unbonded areas persisted and selec-
tive bond plane rework of the mating surfaces was required to correct this 
problem. This selective rework was done with a co-electrical discharge machin-
ing technique which provided excellent intimate contact between mating sur-
faces at the bond plane. 
The extent to which bonding was improved in the blade due to modifications in 
the airfoil and root dies is shown in Figure 77. Although some small areas of 
unbond are evident in Figure 77(b), these were subsequently eliminated by 
extending the mu'lti-directional root dies to the blade platform. 
5.4.2.4 Bonding Evaluations 
As bonding trial s pY'ogressed, the bonded parts were subjected to a rigorous 
evaluation, which included die contact assessment, destructive metal10graphic 
bond characteri zation, and non-destructi ve inspection. Resul ts of these eval-
uations were used to modify the bonding process, where required, to achieve 
the desired bonding resul ts. These evaluation steps are described as follows: 
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BLADE STRONG BACK TOOL BONDED BLADE 
Y PLANE 
Y PLANE 
~~- RIB INTERFERENCE 
BOND PLANE 
Fi gure 74 Interference of Blade Rib Due to Misalignment of Strongback Tool 
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Figure 77 Improvements in Blade Bonding (Dark areas indicate bond) 
Die Contact Assessment 
The extent to which the tooling dies fit the external contours of the parts 
being bonded can influence the qual ity of the bond. The more complete the 
contact, the higher the probability of good bonds. The yttrium oxide parting 
agent adheres to the vane or bl ade casti ng surfaces where the die has made 
contact wi th the part and is absent from those surfaces where contact has not 
been made. The technique used was to visually examine the external surfaces of 
the castings after bonding but prior to solution heat treatment in order to 
assess the extent to which the parti ng agent was adhering to the surfaces. 
Po tent; al unbonded areas requi r; ng more thorough exami nation were i denti fied 
and bond tooling was modified as necessary to provide complete contact. 
Examples of poor and good contact indicated by this technique are shown in 
Figure 78. 
POOR DIE CONTACT GOOD DIE CONTACT 
Figure 78 Die Contact Assessment (Light areas indicate good 
die-to -casti ng contact) 
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Destructive Metallographic Bond Characterization 
Destructive metallographic bond characterization was the most thorough bond 
eval uation method. After sectioni ng the component, the i nterna'i deta i1 s were 
visually examined for the first time and any unbonded areas were recorded. 
Al though the extent of the bond area noted vi sually correl ated well wi th the 
subsequent metallographic investigation, the quality of the bonds could only 
be evaluated metallographically. This metallographic investigation involved a 
detailed assessment of the sectioned parts to determine areas where voids, 
contamination, recrystallization, or undesirable grain structure existed in 
the material microstructure. Metallographic results from sample vane and blade 
bond evaluations are shown in Figures 79 and 80. 
V G G G 
BOND QUALITY 
V VOID 
G GRAIN 
C CONTAMINATION 
Rx RECRYSTALLIZATION 
o 
• G 
v G 
AREA INVESTIGATED 
• ISOTHERMALLY SOLIDIFIED BOND 
o NO BOND 
Figure 79 Typical Blade Metallographic Record 
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•••• 
• • • G G GV 
V 
G C 
AREA INVESTIGATED 
• ISOTHERMALLY SOLIDIFIED BOND 
NO BOND 
Fi gure 80 Typi cal Vane Me tall ographi c Record 
No n-Destructi ve Inspectio n 
Two ex; sti ng non-destructi ve inspection methods were eval uated on Energy 
Efficient Engi ne hardware: etch/vi sual and fl uorescent penetrant. Both tech-
niques successfully revealed 'linear and pinpoint defects in the vane and blade 
leading edge bonds. Fluorescent penetrant also revealed defects in accessible 
bonds. No athermally solidified material was found in the leading edge of any 
vane or blade. The correlation between each inspection method and the qual ity 
of the bond determined metallographically was excellent. A record of the etch/-
visual inspection of a poor blade leading edge bond is shown in Figure 81. 
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Fi gure 81 
3--r---------------~--
2 
Record of Etch and Visual Inspection of Poor Blade Leading 
Edge Transient Liquid Phase Bond 
5.5 Bonding Reproducibility Assessment 
After the optimization of the bonding process for both the vanE! and blade, 
additional bonding trials were conducted to verify the reproducibility of 
acceptable bonds using the established procedures and tooling. Four blades and 
four vanes wer'e bonded as part of this effort, all using the tool ing pro-
cedures optimi zed for each component. Three of each component were sectioned 
and evaluated metallographically. 
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5.5.1 Vane Bond Reproduci bil i ty 
The results of the vane bonding reproducibility trials are summarized in 
Figure 82 and Table VI. Fit-up and bond quality were generally good in all 
three vanes, particularly at the leading edge bond. All bonding defects were 
fi t-up rel ated and were noted in three di sti nct regions of the vane: (l) the 
leading edge outer buttress, (2) the trailing edge pedestals, and (3) the 
trailing edge inner buttress below the second rib. All vanes exhibited some 
degree of chordwise mismatch at the bond plane interface as discussed 
previously. 
Fi gure 82 
LEADING EDGE OUTER 
DIAMETER DEFECTS 
'---.... - ..--- -- ......... _--
---
--
1 ....... 1-----; TRAILING EDGE BUTRESS DEFECTS 
Summary of Energy Efficient Engine Vane Bonding in 
Reproducibil ity Trial s 
Defects in the outer buttress appeared to be outside of the final part dimen-
sions. These were attributable to lack of die contact in that region. Die 
contact was prohibited by interference with the leading edge flash. This can 
be readily eliminated by removing the flash completely prior to assembly. 
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TABLE VI 
VANE BONDING REPRODUCIBILITY - SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
(3 Vanes Evaluated) 
Vane Identi fi cation 
Defect Location V-013 V-014 
---
Leadi ng Edge Outer Buttress X 
Trail i ng Edge Pedestal s X X 
Inner Buttress X 
Number 
'1-015 
X 
X 
X 
Unbonding of trail ing edge pedestal s, as observed on an vanes, was generally 
less severe than had been found using previous fabrication trial hardware. The 
earl ier problem appeared to be a resul t of poor matching of the airfoil die 
contour with the vane airfoil surfaces due to midchord bulging of the vane 
suction side surface. This mismatch was resolved by employing leading edge and 
trailing edge spacer shims which resulted in consistent leading edge flash 
loading and reproducible bond quality at the leading edge. The trailing edge 
shims were not totally successful due to inadequate spacer thickness and in-
consi stent posi tioni ng. Better contro 1 of airfoil contour both in the vane and 
bond tooling should resolve this problem. 
Defects in the inner buttress just beyond the second r"j b are not full unbond 
defects, but exi sted as ali ne of porosi ty in the bond as shown in Fi gure 83. 
Thi s porosi ty resul ted from margi nal fi t-up in thi s region along wi th a trans-
ient liquid phase foil liquidation effect caused by thE~ marginal bond gaps 
being partially starved for 1 iquid due to a slow response to heat-up in this 
heavy section. A potential solution to this problem is faster and more uniform 
overall heat-up to the bonding temperature. 
Figure 83 Vane Inner Buttress Bond Showing Porosity 
LINE OF 
..."..:- POROSITY 
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Based on these results and minor processing improvements, bonding yields on 
the order of 75 percent should be reasonable for the vane. In order to achieve 
full bonding in the pedestal s, improvements are required in the contour fit-up 
between the airfoil bonding die and the vane airfoil. 
5.5.2 Blade Bond Reproducibility 
Blade reproducibility results are summarized in Figure 84 and Table VII. Over-
all blade airfoil bond qual ity was somewhat inconSistent, particularly at the 
leading edge bond. This was attributed to bond die-to-blade airfOil contour 
mismatch along with poor contact at the leading edge flash. In reviewing die 
contact area results, blade B-027, with full leading edge bonding, indicated 
good contact over the entire length of the leading edge flash, while the two 
blades with bond defects showed leading edge flash contact interruptions in 
the region of the defects. As with the vane, contour conformity between the 
blade airfoil and bonding die is critical, but in this case, the fit-up was 
aggravated even more by the extreme camber and twist of the airfoil. In order 
to achieve more reproducible airfoil bonding, additional methods of improving 
airfoil bond reproducibl ity are required. These include positive positioning 
of the deformable spacers, calibrated preload of the deformable spacers and 
improved in-process ; nspection dur; ng assembly. 
Fi gure 84 Summary of Energy Effi cient Engi ne Bl ade Bondi ng in 
Reproduci bil i ty Trial s 
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TABLE VII 
BLADE BONDING REPRODUCIBILITY - SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
(3 blades evaluated) 
Defect Location B1 ade Identification Number 
B-027 B-028 B-030 
Leading edge - airfoil X X 
- root X X 
Trail ing edge - root X X X 
1st Rib - airfoil X 
- root X X X 
2nd Rib - root X 
Ai rfoi 1 - tip X 
The same probl ems occurred with the b1 ade root as has occurred duri ng the 
feasi bil i ty fabrication trial s. Unbonded areas in all three bl ades were noted 
in both the leading edge and trailing edge joint extremities and in the first 
ri b. One b1 ade al so ; ndicated some unbonded areas on the root end of the 
second rib. All of these defects were bond fit-up related. 
Based on these observations, blade airfoil bonding yields will be low, about 
30 percent, at the exi sti ng state of bondi ng process refi nement. In order to 
achieve roore reproducible airfoil bonding, additional methods of improving 
airfoll bond reproducibility will be required, such as, positive positioning 
of the deformable spacers, cal ibrated preload of the deformable spacers, and 
improved in-process inspection during assembly. Modifications to improve root 
bond quality might include reduced camber and lower mass in the root section 
as well as local bond surface matching by electro-discharge machininq. The 
program was termi nated before these modifications cou1 d be effected. 
5.6 Bo ndi ng Resul ts and Concl usions 
During the bonding phase of this effort, bonding feasibility was demonstrated 
and bonding yields of 75 percent were shown to be reasonable for the vane, and 
yields of 30 percent for the blade at the existing state of bonding process 
refinement. Methods for improvi ng on these yie1 d percentages were identified. 
A bond process was established for PWA 1480 single crystal material which 
incorporated a transient 1 i qui d phase (TLP®) i nter1 ayer, l232°C (2250°F) bond 
temperature, and full heat treatment after bonding. Bond properties (i.e., 
stress-rupture, isothermal low cycle fatigue equivalent to parent metal) were 
substantiated and bond sensitivity to crystallographic misorientation was 
determined. Bond tooling die materials compatible with casting materials were 
identified and an advanced differential thermal expansion tool ing concept 
utilizing multi-directional loading was incorporated into the process. During 
the bonding effort, several significant problems were addressed and corrected. 
These are summarized in Tables VIII, IX and X according to the steps in the 
process where they occurred. 
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TABLE VII I 
PRE-BOND HANDLING AND CLEANING 
Problems 
o Surface recrystall i zation after 
pre-bond handling processes 
o Bond surface contami nation after 
post-cast processing 
o Incomplete cleaning of bond 
area - microstructural defects 
o Surface smut duri ng anodi c 
etch clean 
o Flash interference with bonding 
dies 
o Recrystall ization at flash 
o Positive metal on bond surface 
due to strongback defects 
o Incomplete die contact on blade 
root and vane platforms due to 
casting shrinkage 
Correcti ve Action 
o Control 1 ed operations and 
anodic etch cleaning preclude 
recrystall i zation 
o Two-cycle alkali clean/anodic 
etch sequence established 
o 275 kPa (40 psi) al umi na bl ast pre-
treatment 
o Water bl ast i ncl uded in 
operation 
o Selective leading edge flash 
removiil 
o Fl ash bend 1 imits co ntro 11 ed 
o ~chan;cal blendin9 on bond 
surface only, prior to 
cleaning 
o Gri ndi ng methods establ i shed 
- not requi red 
TABLE IX 
BOND ASSEMBLY 
Probl ems 
o Improper fit of vane foi 1 
preform 
o Improper fit of bl ade foil 
preform due to compound curve 
o Inconsistent foi 1 preform 
tack wel ds 
o Cracki ng of yoke duri ng 
assembly 
o Inconsistent bond fit-up 
Corrective Action 
o Shri nkage factor corrected 
o Iterative hand fitting preform 
design and specific lay-on 
sequence to assure proper fit 
o Wel d parameters and contact 
locations establ ished to prp.-
cl ude wel d effect after bond 
o Reduced assembly pre-load 
o Specific bond tooling assembly 
sequence identified 
TABLE X 
BOND TRIALS 
Problems 
Vane 
o Incomplete platform bond cover-
age and poor mi crostructural 
qual i ty 
o Incomplete airfoil bond 
o Poor trail i ng edge pedestal 
bonding (poor airfoil die 
co ntour fi t-up ) 
o Ri b and pedestal mi smatch 
Blade 
o Incomplete airfoil bond coverage 
and poor mi crostructural 
0 Poor trail i ng edge pedestal 
bondi ng 
0 Incomplete pl atform bond 
coverage 
0 Incomplete ti p bondi ng 
0 Interference of 3rd rib 
(tip end) 
0 Incompl ete root bond 
Correcti ve Action 
o a) Proper location of deform-
abl e spacers 
b) DA-25 deformable spacers 
o DA-25 airfoil dies and deformable 
spacers 
o Adjust assembly sequence 
o Change casting tooling 
o a) Tool i ng 'modification 
- load parallel to ribs 
- load leading edge flash 
b) Tooling materials selected 
- DA-25 airfoil dies 
- DA-25 deformable spacers 
o Implement multi-directional 
loading die 
o Mul ti -directional root dies 
extended to pl atform 
o Casting warpage corrected 
o Strongback tool problem 
i denti fied 
o a) Multi-directional die load 
b) DA-25 dies and deformable 
spacers 
c) Casting modification 
d) Selective bond plane rework 
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6.0 MATERIALS EVALUATION 
6.1 Overview 
As part of the overall fabrication development program, mechanical properties 
testing was conducted on cast Energy Efficient Engine vanes and blades to 
verify the PWA 1480 material properties cast in the Energy Efficient Engine 
geometry. Specimens were machined from solid (no strongback) vane and blade 
castings and tensile and creep-rupture tested at PWA 1480 specification condi-
tions and key design conditions. Prior to machining the specimens, the vane 
ana blade castings received the full PWA 1480 heat treatments according to 
standard Pratt & Whitney Aircraft heat treating practices. These included 
solution heat treatment (1287°C (2350°F)/4 hours), a simulated coating dif-
fusion cycle (1079°C (1975°F)/4 hours), and material aging heat treatment 
(904°C (1660°F)/32 hours). 
6.2 Test Procedures 
TenSile and creep-rupture specimens were machined from the vanes and blades in 
two specific orientations: (1) longitudinal, or in the growth direction, and 
(2) transverse, or perpenaicu-I ar to the growth axi s. Sl ugs were e1 ectro-di s-
charge machi ned from the component; these sl ugs were then electro-chemically 
grouna to meet the specimen reqUirements. The tensile and creep-rupture speci-
mens used are similar to those shown in Figures 85 and 86, respectively. 
L 
I-G' GAGE S;CT10N 
-I 
I., 
o thd. Og 
L ref Gs Og o thd. 
4.597 em 2.870 em (1.130 in) 0.314 em (0.124 in) 0.635 em (0.250 in) 
(1.810 in) 2.971 em (1.170 in) 0.317 em (0.125 in) - 28 UNS 
Figure 85 Standard Smooth Rouna TenSile and Stress Rupture Specimen 
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Tensile tests were performed at 593°C (1100°F) and 704°C (1300°F). Creep-
rupture tests were conducted under five sets of conditions ranging from 760°C 
(1400°F)/896 kPa (130 ksi) to 1176°C {2150°F)/82 kPa (12 ksi) in accordance 
with the ASTM standard E-139. Results from this testing were then evaluated 
and compared to specification requirements and available design data for the 
alloy. 
The crystallographlc orientation was determined on all specimens after testing. 
One end of the specimen was electro-chemically pol ished and a back reflection 
Laue pattern was taken from which the crystallographic orientation was 
determi ned. 
6.3 Results and Conclusions 
The tenSile and stress-rupture data generated on specimens machined from sol id 
cast components is tabulated in Table XI and XII, respectively. Crystallo-
graphic orientation data are also included. 
Blade longitudinal tensile properties exceeded the 593°C (1100°F) PWA 1480 
specifi cation 0.2 percent yie1 d strength requirements. However, the ul timate 
tensile strength in one instance was lower than the requirement. This parti-
cul ar specimen was machi ned from bl ade No. 3 and found to be mi soriented 10° 
f'rom the < 001 > crystallographic orientation, which may account for this debit. 
The remalning tensile test specimens were machined from blades No. 1 and 2 and 
tested at 704°C (1300°F). The axes of the specimens were oriented closer to 
the <001> direction (6.0° - 6.5°) and results exceeded both 0.2 percent 
yield strength and ultimate tensile strength design minimum levels. 
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TABLE XI 
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE BLADE AND VANE TENSILE PROPERTIES 
Crystallo- Test UTS 0.2% YS 
Component graphic Temperature kPa kPa 
Condition ID No. Orientation1 °c (OF) (ksi) (ksi ) % Elongation 
B1 ade Ai rfoi 1 1 6.0 704 1,332 1 ,195 
(Longitudinal) (1300) (193.3) (173.4) 4.5 
2 6.5 704 1,302 1,202 
(1300) (188.9) (174.4 ) 1.2 
3 10.0 593 1,094 1,050 
(11 00) (158.7) (152.4) 4.2 
Vane Buttress 1 8.5 704 1 ,182 1 ,123 
(Transverse) (1300) (171 .5) (163.0) 1.4 
15.5 704 1,203 1,134 
(1300) (174.5) (164.5) 2.6 
Vane Airfoil 1 5.0 704 1,346 1 ,288 
(Longitudinal) (1300) (195.3) (186.9) 5.8 
1 6.5 704 1,359 1,276 
(1300) (197.2) (185.2) 6.1 
2 31.5 593 1,01 0 976 
(1100 ) (l46.6) (141.7) 1.8 
Test Goal s (mi n. ) 5. 10.0 593 1,089 965 
(11 00) 058.0) (140.0) 2.0 
1 Listed as degrees between specimen axis and <001> crystallographic 
di rection 
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TABLE XII 
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE BLADE AND VANE CREEP-RUPTURE PROPERTIES 
Compo-
nent 
ID No. 
Crystallo-
graphic 
Ori entati on oj( 
Condition 
{l} 
760°C [1400 oF] 
896 kPa 
[130 ksiJ 
Condition 
{2 } 
954°C 
[1750°FJ 
303 kPa 
[44 ksi J 
Condition Condition 
{3} {4 } 
982°C 1,093°C 
[1800°F] [2000°FJ 
248 kPa 137 kPa 
[36 ksiJ [20 ksi J 
Condition 
{5 } 
1,176°C 
[2150°F] 
68 kPa 
[10 ksiJ 
Time to Rupture, Hours (% Elongation) 
Blade Airfoil {Longitudinal} 
Vane Airfoil 
{Longitudinal} 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Vane Buttress 1 {Transverse} 1 
2 
Test goals {min.} 
{NA} not avail abl e 
NA 
4.0 
2.0 
11.5 
4.5 
4.0 
5.5 
5.0 
5.0 
20.0 
3.0 
45.0 
16.5 
19.0 
NA 
S. 10.0 
24.6[7.6J 
88.3[32J 
26.5Ql.3J 28.8[30.2J 
5.3[11.0J 
8.3[10.7J 
23.5[6.6J 
25.7[NAJ 
Ruptured on Loading 
O.l( - } 
Ruptured on Loading 
46.8 [33.7 J 
87.1[33.1] 
61. 3[18.1] 
40.0[2.0J 
(iC) Listed as degrees between specimen axis and <001> crystallographic 
direction 
5.6[26.1] 
The 982°C (1800°F) blade longitudinal creep-rupture properties exceeded the 
specification requirement even though the specimen machined from blade No.3 
was mi soriented 11.5° from the < 001 > di rection. All other machi ned from 
blade specimen tests showed acceptable values at 760°C (l400°F) 954°C (l750°F) 
and 1093°C (2000°F) and were consistent with previous data generated at Pratt 
& Whitney Aircraft. 
Vane longitudinal tensile properties for the specimen machined from Vane No.2 
did not satisfy specification 593°C (1100°F) tensile requirements. Subsequent 
Laue x-ray and1ysis showed the specimen to be misoriented 31 ° from the <001> 
crystallographic direction, accounting for the property debit. The value, how-
ever, is comparable to previous Pratt & Whitney Aircraft data generated on 
specimens similarily misoriented from the <001> direction. As with the blade, 
tests conducted at 704°C (1300°F) using specimens with less misorientation ex-
ceeded design minimum values. 
The 982°C (1800°F) vane longitudinal creep-rupture properties exceeded the PWA 
1480 specifications requirements. The specimen from vane No. 2 was properly 
oriented with respect to the <001> direction. All of the vane stress-rupture 
lives were lower than typical PWA 1480 data at all test conditions, but are 
expected to improve with improved casting qual ity. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
o Single crystal casting and bonding feasibility was successfully demonstra-
ted for both the blade and vane configurations. 
o Seeded single crystal casting of complex shaped hardware was demonstrated 
for both the blade and vane airfoil designs. 
o A sui tabl e TLP ® bond process, tool i ng system, and processi ng sequence 
was identified and demonstrated for both the vane and bl ade. 
o Several casti ng and bond process modifications were identified capabl e of 
significantly improving bonding yields. 
o Vane and blade tensile properties met or exceeded design minimum level s 
wi th proper crystallographi c orientatio n. 
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